

























Inventory of Polls and Ratable Property
OF
SWANZEY, N. H.

























Trustees of Trust Funds
GORDON BROWN GEORGE E. WHITCOMB
DWIGHT S. STONE
Board of Health
ARTHUR W. HOPKINS, M. D,
Firewards




Old Home Day Committee
JOSEPH A. DUBOIS FRANK C. HOPKINS
FRANK HIGGINS
REPORT OF SELECTMEN
INVENTORY OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
Land and buildings, $1,303,744 00
Electric plants, 151,500 00
Horses, 118, 8,445 00
Mules and asses, l
r
50 00
Oxen, 2, 160 00
Cows, 377, 18,585 00
Other neat stock, 49, 1,720 00
Sheep, 54, 216 00
Hogs, 105, 1,595 00
Turkeys, 85, 150 00
Fowls, 9,839, 6,819 00
Fur-bearing animals, 4, 100 00
Goats, 7, 28 00
Boats and launches, 5, 100 00
Wood, lumber, etc., 7,400 00
Gasoline pumps and tanks, 3,800 00
Stock in trade, 85,051 00
Mills and machinery, 108,550 00
Polls, number 1,099, @ $2.00, total, $2,198 00
National Bank stock taxes, 89 00
2,287 00
Total valuation, $1,700,300 00
Total exclusive of soldiers' exemptions, $1,646,255 00
Amount exempt to blind, $1,000 00
Amount exempt to soldiers, $53,045 00
Amount of taxes committed to collector,
including poll taxes and national bank
stock taxes, $60,399 80





RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
Name | Valu- Total Name | Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation
1
Tax
Abare, Mrs. Ida Allan, Mrs. John
Poll




Adams, Harry Land and build-
Land and build- ings 1500 1500 52.80
ings $1000 Allen, Alice
2 cows 125 Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 1000 $125 4 40 Aylwood, James
Adams, Mrs. Harry Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Adams, George ings 700 700 26.64
Poll Aylwood, Mrs. James
100a Ellis lot 725 Poll 2.00
45a Capron lot 340 Amidon, Mrs. George
20a Sherman lot 150 Poll
1 horse 40 Land and build-
8 cows 425 ings 1150 1150 42.46
2 neat stock 60 1740 63.25 Amidon, Perley
Adams, Mrs. George Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Amidon, Mrs. Perley
Adams, Emma Est. Poll 2.00
47a land and Ansty, Minnie
buildings 2600 Poll
3a meadow 30 2630 92.57 Land and build-
Adams, Harold ings 1700 1700 61.84
Poll 2.00 Applin, Chas. Est.
Adams, Mrs. Harold 22a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1800
Aldrich, Francis Cottage 800 2600 91.52
Poll 2.00 Applin, Chas. L.
Aldrich, Mrs. Francis Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Applin, Flora
Aldrich, Seth Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Applin, William Est.
Land and build- 2a land and
ings 950 950 35.44 buildings 1525 1525 53.68
Aldrich, Mrs. Seth Applin, Leila
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Alexander, Walter Atwood, Katherine
Est. Poll 2.00
2a land and Atwood, Herbert
buildings 1050 1050 36.96 20a land and
Allan, John buildings 1150
Poll 1 cow 50
Land and build- 100 fowls 85 1285 45.22
ings new hen- Avery, Charles
house 2800 Poll 2.00
60a sprout lot 140 2940 105.49 Avery, Ibie A. B.
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll Land and build-
Land and build- ings 700 700 26.64
ings 1800 1800 65.36 Ballou, Mrs. John
Avery, Ibie A. B. & Co. Poll 2.00
Stock in trade 800 800 28.16 Ballou, Leon E.
Austin, Howard Poll
Poll 2.00 69a land and
Austin, Mrs. Howard buildings 6000
Poll 2.00 13a sprout lot 300
Ballou, Edgar F. 30a pasture 200
Poll 2 cows 80
Land and build- 3 neat stock 100 6680 237.14
ings 2500 2500 90.00 Badger, Milton
Ballou, Mrs. Edgar Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Ballou, Una ings 2500
Poll 7a land 250
45a farm and Carter lot 40
sprout lot 850 850 31.92 1 cow 40 2830 101.62
Ballou, George L. Badger, Mrs. Milton
Poll Poll
Land and build- Baker, Walter
ings 1240 Poll 2.00
146a y2 int. Whit- Baker, Mrs. Walter
comb Parsons Poll 2.00
lot 385 Barrington, George
50a sprout lot 470 Poll 2.00
10a sprout lot 50 2145 77.50 Bardwell, George
Ballou, Mrs. George Poll
Poll 2.00 %a land and
Ballou, George & buildings 760 760 28.75
Charles Bardwell, Mrs. George
Frank Ballou Poll 2.00
place 760 760 26.75 Bardwell, Albert
Ballou, Charles Poll 2.00
Poll Bardwell, Mrs. Albert
125a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 3000 Bardwell, Raymond
12 cows 780 3780 135.06 Poll 2.00
Ballou, Mrs. Charles Bardwell, Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Raymond
Ballou, Earl Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Bardwell, Rodger
Ballou, Anna Poll 2.00
56a land and Bardwell, Leon
buildings 1900 Poll
40a pasture 590 100a land and
5a meadow 40 buildings 2250
100a sprout lot 680 3210 112.99 1 horse 50
Ballou, John 4 cows 240
Poll 3 neat stock 120
;
2660 95.63
Name Valu- Total Name | Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description | ation Tax
Bardwell, Mrs. Leon Barlow, Herman
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Bardwell, Oscar Barlow, Fred
Poll 2.00 Poll
Bardwell, Walter Land and build-
2 horses 225 225 7.92 ings 1700 1700 61.84
Bardwell, Roland Barlow, Mrs. Fred
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Bardwell, Earl Bartlett, Raymond
Poll 2.00 Poll
Barden, J. W. Land and build-
Land and build- ings 1525
ings 450 Land and build-
Soldier exempt 450 450 ings 900 2425 87.36
Barden, Mrs. J. W. Bartlett, Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Raymond
Barden, Donald Poll 2.00
Poll Barrett, Harlon
100a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2165 Barrett, Mrs. Harlon
2 horses 40 Poll
1 cow 45 2250 81.20 Bedaw, Mrs. William
Barton, Clarence Poll
Poll Lots 1-2-3-4 &
Haskell land and buildings
buildings 400 400 16.80 P. G. P. 850 850 31.92
Barton, Mrs. Clarence Bedaw, William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Barton, Elmer Bedaw, Peter
Stock in trade 500 Land and build-
Mills and ma- ings 400
chinery 500 1000 Soldier exempt 400 400
Soldier exempt 1000 BeDorr, George
Barton, Irene Poll
Poll Land and build-
4a land and ings 2500
buildings 2300 2300 82.96 1 horse 100
Barton, Harold 3 cows 100
Poll 1 neat stock 30 2730 98.10
Land and build- BeDorr, Mrs. George
ings 750 750 28.40 Poll 2.00
Barton, Mrs. Harold Bishop, William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Baptist Church Bishop, Mrs. William
Store building 2300 Poll
Fox house 1520 3a land and
New house 1800 5620 197.82 buildings 2000
Barlow, Mrs. Isaac 1 cow 70 2070 74.86
Poll Belding, Mark C.
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1220 1220 44.94 Belding, Mrs. Mark C.
Name | Valu- | Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description | ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Poll 2.00 Blake, Delbert
Belding, Mark & Poll
Florence | 12a land and
Land and build- buildings 1350 1350 49.52




75 hens 65 3715 130.77 Blake, Edith
Belding, Lowell Poll 2.00
Poll | Blair, Walter
125a land and Poll
buildings 3500 Land and build-
Stone meadow 700 ings 450 450 17.84
15a Messier Blair, Mrs. Walter
meadow 400 Poll 2.00
2 horses 40 Blair, James
15 cows 700 5340 189.96 14a land and
Beal, Royal buildings 2100
Soldier exempt Soldier exempt 1000 1100 38.72
Beal, Edda S. Blair, Richard
Poll Poll 2.00
70a Zina Taft Blair, Martha
place 3000 Poll
Soldier's wife Land and build-
exempt 1000 2000 72.40 ings 800 800 30.16
Benedict, Deborah Blair, Ivan
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Binnette, Samuel Blair, Mrs. Ivan
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Binnette, Mrs. Samuel Boswell, Maxine
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Blake, Harold Bolt, Charles
Land and build- Poll
ings 2200 Land and build-
Land and build- ings 2000
ings 1250 109a sprout lot 300
1 cow 40 30 fowls 25 2325 83.84
1040 fowls 885 Bolt, Mrs. Charles
Soldier exempt 1000 3375 118.80 Poll 2.00
Blake, Mrs. Harold Bolles Bros.
Poll 2.00 %a land and
Blake, Ralph buildings 475
80a land and 50a pasture 625
buildings 3000 130a home
23a Banks lot 100 place 3000
16a Ball field 340 20a Bullard lot 50
2 horses 250 49a Becky Henry
33 cows 1700 lot 100 1 4250 149.60
3 neat stock 90 Bolles, Henry
Soldier exempt 1000 4480 157.70 Poll
Blake, Mrs. Ralph 1 horse 40 1 40 3.41






Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll 2.00 1 horse 30
Bolles, Noyes 5 boats 100
|
11550 408.56
Poll Boyer, Mrs. Cleon
35a land and Poll
buildings 700 Land and build-
1 horse 25 ings 1400 1400 51.28
3 cows 100 Boyer, Cleon
2 sheep 8 833 31.32 Poll 2.00
Bolles, Mrs. Noyes Bracket, Grace
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Bolles, John Bradley, Homer
Poll Land and build-
Land and build- ings 1200
ings 1800 Soldier exempt 700 500 17.60
2 cows 90 1890 68.53 In Keene (300)
Bolles, Mrs. John Bradley, Mrs. Homer
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Bolles, Ozro Brewer, Edwin
Land and build- Poll
ings 1725 1725 60.72 Land and build-
Bogue, Leland ings 1300 1300 47.76
Poll 2.00 Brewer, Mrs. Edwin
Bogue, Mrs. Leland Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Brewer, William
Bourn, Loyd Poll
Poll Land and build-
Land and build- ings 400 400 16.08
ings 600 600 23.12 Brewer, Mrs. William
Bourn, Mrs. Loyd Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Brusie, Grace S.
Bourn, Mrs. Edgar Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Bourn, Edgar Est. ings 5700 5700 202.64
45a land and Breed, Frank
buildings 2565 Poll 2.00
7a meadow 80 Breed, Mrs. Frank
2a meadow and Poll 2.00
ice house 850 Bridge, Roland
la Carter lot 45 Poll
120a Field lot 645 4185 147.31 Land and build-
Bourn, Oscar ings 900 900 33.68
Poll Bridge, Mrs. Roland
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 5600 Brooks, John U.




Lots 10-11-12-13- ings 950 950 35.44
14-24-25-26-27- Brooks, Mrs. John
37-38-48 Swanzey Poll 2.00
lake heights 345 Brooks, Hazel
Hill Top camp 1200
1 Poll 2.00
10
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Brown, Henry Est. Buffum, Luella
Thompson Poll | 2.00
cottage 5000 Buchanan, Clarence
Redmond Poll
cottage 2000 Stock in trade 100 100 5.52
New cottage 2000 Buchanan, Mrs.
Redmond land 250 Clarence
Lodge 2000 11250 396.00 Poll 2.00
Brown, Gordon Burgin, James E.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Brown, Sumner Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1800 1800 65.36
Brown, Mrs. Sumner Burgin, Mrs. James
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Brown, Archie Bussier, Leo
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Bussier, Neil
ings 1700 1700 61.84 Poll 2.00
Brown, Mrs. Archie Butler, John
Poll 2.00 Poll
Brown, George C. Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1600 1600 58.32
Brown, Evelyn Bouvier, Charles
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Brown, Fred R. ings 1250 1250 44.00
Poll | Burt, Lillian
350a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 5500 Butterfield, Mrs. Andy
2 horses 125 % int. Fitzgerald
15 cows 525 Est. 600 600 21.12
2 neat stock 70 6220 220.94 Calkins, George
Brown, Mrs. Fred R. Poll
Poll 2.00 35a Capron
Brown, Elcena place 1500
Poll 2.00 1 cow 35
Brounson, Tamar 1 neat stock 30 1565 57.09
POll Calkins, Mrs. George
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1350 1350 49.52 Calkins, William A.
Buffum, Oliver Poll
Poll Land and build-
Land and build- ings 300 300 12.56
ings 900 Calkins, Mrs. William
1 cow 25 A.
Ware pasture 175 1100 40.72 Poll 2.00
Buffum, Mrs. Oliver Calkins, William H.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Buffum, James Calkins, Oliver
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Buffum, Mrs. James Calkins, Eddie
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
11
Name Valu- Total Name | Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description | ation | Tax
Capron, Mrs. Ida Poll 2.00
Land and build- Chickering, Herman
ings 2480 Est.
Carey pasture 680 Stock in trade 100 100 3.52
Wilson pasture 1320 4480 157.70 Chickering, Mrs.
Carter, Herbert A. Herman
Poll Poll
Land and build- Land and build-
ings 1100 1100 40.72 ings 2700 2700 97.04
Carter, Mrs. Herbert Chickering, Carroll
A. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Chickering, Mrs.
Carlton, Lucretia Est. Carroll
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 950 950 33.44 Christopherson
Carlton, Mark Waldermar
Poll Poll
95a land and 12a land and
buildings 2200 buildings 2370
100a Long land 14a meadow 170
and barn 1850 6a mineral spring
Bungalow 450 lot 85
Webber place 760 Piggery 400
1 horse 85 3 cows 150
1 cow 65 5410 192.43 100 hogs 1500 4675 166.56
Carlton, Mrs. Mark Christopherson, Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Waldermar
Carlton, Jenness Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Clark, Fred
Campbell, Florence Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Clark, Mrs. Fred
Cantlin, Paul Poll 2.00
Poll Clark, Carl C.
Land and build- Poll
ings 250 250 10.80 Land and build-
Cantlin, Mrs. Paul ings 1000 1000 37.20
Poll 2.00 Clark, Mrs. Merton
Campbell, Robert Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Clark, Elizabeth
Cantlin, John Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Cleveland, Mrs. D.
Cantlin, Mrs. John M.
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Castor, Royal ings 2600 2600 91.52
Poll 2.00 Cleverly, Walter
Castor, Mrs. Royal Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Chamberlain, Clifford ings 1235
Poll 2.00 1 cow 35
Chamberlain, Mrs. 1 neat stock 25 1295 47.58
Clifford Cleverly, Mrs. Walter
12
Name Valu- Total Name Valu-
|
Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll 2.00 1 cow 70 1130 41.78
Coleman, Louis Conboy, Mrs. John
Poll 2.00 Poll
Coleman, Mrs. Louis 4a mowing land 250 250 10.80
Poll 2.00 Conboy, George
Cobb, Elsie Land and build-
Poll ings 665
Land and build- V± int. Susie Conboy
ings 1300 1300 47.76 Est. 65
Cogswell, Mrs. Nathan Soldier exempt 730
Land and build- Conboy, Mrs. George
ings 1575 Poll 2.00
Sprout land 85 1660 58.43 Cooligan, Jennie
Cole, Arthur J. Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Cole, Mrs. Bert ings 570 570 22.06
Poll 2.00 Cornwell, Mrs. C. H.
Cole, Bert Poll
Poll Land and build-
Land and build- ings 1800
ings 250 20a pasture 85
1 cow 35 285 12.03 1 horse 40
Cole, Leslie 1 cow 40 1965 71.17
Poll Cornwell, C. H.
4a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 475 475 18.72 Cornwell, Robert
Cole, Benjamin C. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Cornwell, Mrs. Robert
Cole, Benjamin Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Cole, Eugene ings 1900 1900 68.88
Poll 2.00 Cornwell, Edward
Cole, Anna Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Cornwell, Paul
Collier, Milo Poll 2.00
Poll Corey, Charles W.
Land and build- Land and build-
ings P. G. P. 1700 1700 61.84 ings & cabins 2500 2500 88.00
Columbus, Alexander Conant, Tyler C.
Jr. Poll
Poll Land and build-
Land and build- ings 2800 2800 100.56
ings 700 700 26.64 Cross, Ervin
Columbus, Mrs. Land and build-
Alexander ings 1700
Poll 2.00 60a pasture 680 2380 83.78
Conboy, John Crouch, Mrs. Charles
Pasture 395 Poll 2.00
Cottage at lake 600 Conant, Mrs. Tyler C.
% int. Susie Conboy Poll 2.00
Est. 65 Crouch, Charles
13
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll meadow 85
100a land and 24a Lane
buildings 1100 meadow 110
130a Geo. Crouch 20a Reed sprout
place 1700 lot 65
110a Dan Hill lot 170 Lyman Stone
2 horses 50 place 900
3 cows 120 3140 112.53 Knapp place 1330
Culver, Arthur Lambert place 1250
10a land and 3 cows 120
buildings 1530 2 neat stock 70 5985 212.67
Soldier exempt 1000 530 18.65 Day, Mrs. Walter
Culver, Mrs. Arthur Poll
Poll 2.00 Draper place 665 665 25.41
Cuthbert, George Davis, Francis
Soldier exempt Poll
Cuthbert, Mrs. George Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1700 1700 61.84
Cunningham, Frank Davis, Mrs. Francis
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Davis, Alvin
ings 1800 Poll
7a Evans land 450 2250 81.20 1 cow 40 40 3.41
Cunningham, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Alvin
Frank Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Davis, Nellie
Cummings, Edith Poll 2.00
Poll Daniels, Albert
15a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2000 2000 72.40 Davis, Bernard
Cummings, Hattie J. Poll 2.00
Poll Davis, Mrs. Bernard
3a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2100 2100 75.92 Davis, Mrs. Paul
Cummings, Richard 6a Kirkpatrick
Poll 2.00 lot & shanty 300 300 10.56
Cummings, Elizabeth Delphy, Louis A.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Dart, Ann Deering, Ernest
Land and build- Soldier exempt
ings 3400 3400 119.68 Derby, Clarence
Day, Walter Poll 2.00
Poll Derby, Mrs. Clarence
32a Salt box 1900 Poll 2.00
12a Merrian DeMar, Clarence
meadow 65 Land and build- .
'
8a Calvin Hill ings 2500
meadow 50 7 goats .28
8a Thurber Soldier exempt 1000 1528 53.79
meadow 40 DeMar, Mrs. Clarence
22a Myers Poll 2.00
14
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- | Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Debell, Arthur Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Devoid, Earl
Debell, Mrs. Arthur Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 DeVoid, Mrs. Earl
Denico, Lucius Poll 2.00
Poll . 2.00 Doyle, Mrs. Fred
Denico, Mrs. Lucius Poll 2.00
Poll 2.0) Doncett, Ralph
Denico, William Poll 2.00
Poll Dudley, Mrs. Arthur
Land and build- Poll
ings 2000 Land and build-
1 horse 25 2025 73.28 ings 2400 2400 86.48
Denico, Mrs. William Dudley, Arthur
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Denico, Woodrow Dubois, Joseph
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Denico, Gladys ings 1235
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt
Dennis, J. A. 1000 235 8.27
7a land and Dubois, Mrs. Joseph
buildings 1900 1900 66.88 Poll 2.00
Derosier, Bernard Dupee Stephen
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Dupee, Maylon
ings Bemis Poll 2.00
place 1600 Durham, John
Sprout land 50 1650 60.08 Poll 2.00
Derosier, Mrs. Durham, Mrs John
Bernard Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Dunham, Ernest
Dix, Morgan H. 11a tillage and
Land and build- wood land 190
ings 2800 1 horse 100
Stock in trade 325 3 cows 150
Soldier exempt 1000 2125 74.80 1 neat stock 30
Dix, Mrs. Morgan H. Soldier exempt
Poll 2.00 1000 470
Dodge, Frank Est. Dunham, Mary G.
Land and build- Poll
ings 1000 1000 35.20 29a land and build-
Downing, A. R. ings 1850
Poll 1 horse 40
140a land and 1 cow 50
buildings 3800 1 neat stock 30 1970 71.34
3 horses 75 Dunham, Mary
11 cows 600 Poll 2.00
266 fowls 210 4675 166.56 Dunham, Albert
Downing, Mrs. A. R. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Dunham, Mrs. Albert


































77a land and build-
ings 2600
5a Kenney place 150
1 horse 25
1 cow 65













































































































































































































































































Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tar
Faulkner, Lester place 500 500 19.60
Land and build- Fitzgerald, Vincent
ings 1200 Soldier
Soldier exempt Fisk, Mary
1000 200 7.04 Poll 2.00
Faulkner, Mrs. Lester Flitcher, Richard
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Faulkner, Gertrude Forsyth, Fred
and Frank Poll
Cutler place 4450 40a land and
15a Cemetery- buildings 2275
lot 150 Stock in trade 510 2325 83.84
35a Chamberlain Forsyth, Mrs. Fred
lot 365 Poll
19a Thompson 17a land and
lot 100 5065 178.29 buildings 2375 2375 85.60
Faulkner, Frank Forsyth, Maurice
35a Foster lot 225 Poll 2.00
15a Rixford lot 85 310 10.91 Freeman, Henry
Farnum, Mrs. Poll 2.00
William Freeman, Mrs. Henry
Poll Poll 2.00
1 horse 25 French, Arthur
2 cows 55 85 4.82 Soldier exempt
Flagg. Merrill French, Grace M.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Flagg, Mrs. Merrill Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 3000
Fautt, Amanda Soldier's wife
Poll exempt 1000 2000 72.40
Cottage Swanzey Frieze, Fred
lake 2350 84.72 Poll 2.00
Field, Frank Frieze, Mrs. Fred
Poll Poll
Lot an Talbot Land and build-
hill 200 200 9.04 ings 1800 1800 65.36
Field, Mrs. Frank Frieze, Gus
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Fisher, Moran Frieze, Mrs. Gus
Poll Poll
Part of Bullard Land and build-
place 400 400 16.08 ings 1800 1800 65.36
Fisher, Mrs. Moran Frihoffer, Chas.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Fitzgerald, Dora Frihoffer, Mrs.
Poll Chas.
13-24 home Poll 2.00
place 1300 1300 47.76 Frink, Mary and
Fitzgerald, Laura Richard
Poll Land and build-
5-24 home ings 1425 1425 50.16
18
Name | Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Frink, Richard 78a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings and
Frink, Mrs. Richard garage 2900
Poll 2.00 Flatiron piece 150
Frazier, Alfred 1 horse 25
Poll 2.00 1 cow 50
Frazier, Mrs. Alfred Stock in trade 300 3425 122.56
Poll 2.00 Goodell, Mrs. Morton
Frazier, Ernest Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Goodell, Maurice
Frazier, Mrs. Ernest Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Goodell, Mrs. Maurice
Fufford, Ruble Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Frye, Thomas ings 1100
Poll 2.00 1 horse 25
Garmash, William 2 cows 35 1160 42.83
Poll 2.00 Goodell Reginald
Gaouette, Nepoleon Poll
Land and build- Land and build-
ings 760 ings 300 300 12.56
Soldier exempt 760 Goodell, Mrs.
Gaouette, Mrs. Reginald
Nepoleon Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Goodell, Arlene
Garmalo, Joseph Poll 2.00
Poll Goodell, Clifford
9a land and 110a land and
barn 1000 buildings 1350
1 horse 40 60a Handy lot 600
2 cows 100 1140 42.13 10a meadow 150
Garmalo, Mrs. Joseph 16a sprout lot 80
Poll 2.00 25a Crosset lot 125
Goodell, Fred 1 cow 35 2340 84.37
Land and build- Goodale, Charles
ings 270 Poll 2.00
Pine lot 680 950 33.44 Goodale, Jennie
Goodell, Harry- Poll
Poll Land and build-
Harper lot 500 ings 1330 1330 48.82
1 horse 60 560 21.71 Goodnow, George L.
Goodell, Mrs. Harry 52a land and
Poll buildings 1665
Land and build- 3 cows 105
ings 2100 2100 75.92 Soldier exempt
Goodell, Carroll 1000 770 27.10
Poll 2.00 Goodnow, Mrs.
Goodell, Mrs. Carroll George
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00







and Description ation | Tax and Description ation Tax
Goodblood, Pearl Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Golden Rod Grange ings 500 500 19.60
Land and Grover, Mrs. Louis
hall 1520 1520 53.50 Poll 2.00
Green Mineral Paste Grover, Edwin
Stock in trade 2100 2100 73.92 Poll 2.00
Granger W. R. Grover, Mrs. Edwin
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Groved, Reginal
ings 2100 Poll 2.00
Part Wilson Grover, Mrs Reginal
land 400 2500 90.00 Poll 2.00
Granger, Mrs. W. R. Grover, Robert
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Gregory, John E. Gionette, Edward
Poll 2.00 Poll
Graham, Harry Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 975
Graham, Mrs. Harry 5a meadow 25 1000 37.20
Poll 2.00 Guymond, Alfred
Gray, Christopher Poll 2.00
Land and build- Guyette, Joseph
ings 2800 Poll
Soldier exempt Land and build-
1000 1800 63.35 ings 675
Grant, Alexander Atkinson lot 300
Cottage Wilson Cummings lot 100
pond 2400 2400 84.47 Stoddard lot 75
Grandin, Robert 2 horses 150
Poll 2.00 Stock in trade 300
Grandin, Mrs. Robert Mills and ma-
Poll 2.00 chinery 350 1950 70.64
Grogan, Richard A. Guyette, Mrs. Joseph
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Guyette, George
ings 1330 1330 48.85 PoU 2.00
Grogan, Mrs. Richard Guyette, Mrs. George
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Grogan, Kenneth Hackler, J. M.
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt
Grogan, Eleanor Hackler, Mrs. J. M.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Grogan, Mrs. Daniel 114a land and
Poll buildings 4000
Land and build- 2 horses 150
ings 1700 8 cows 400
50a pine lot 1275 2975 106.71 4 neat stock 150
Grogan, James Soldiers wife
Poll 2.00 exempt 1000 3700 132.24
Grover, Louis Hall, William
20
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Land and build- buildings 3000
ings 2850 2850 100.32 2 cows 100
Hale Walter 1 neat stock 40
Poll 140 fowls 112 3252 114.47
70a land and Handy and Goodell
buildings 1450 15a Marsh
12a Williams lot 150 meadow 150
12a pasture lot 160 45a Mead
31a Whitcomb meadow 200
lot 350 185a Honey Ballou
10a Nelson lot 85 place 1000
80a Whitcomb 100a Bullard
lot 765 lot 800
John Hale 42a Talbot and
house 475 Bailou lot 50
2 horses 125 10 horses 850
2 cows 75 3635 129.95 13 cows 600
Hale, Mrs. Walter 1 neat stock 20
Poll 2.00 34 sheep 136 3806 133.97
Hale, John D. 2.00 Handy Edgar
Hale, Mrs John D. 100a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1700 1700 59.84
Hale Edwin Handy, Waylon
Soldier exempt Poll
Hale, Mrs. Edwin Land and build-
Poll ings 1330
75a land and White lot 125 1455
j
buildings 1700 Handy, Mrs. Waylon
16a sprout lot 70 Poll 2.00
25a Pasture 540 Handy, Iva
la Pine lot 15 Poll 2.00
20a Carpenter Handy, Percy
lot 100 Poll 2.00
1 horse 60 Handy. Arthur
4 cows 180 Poll 2.00
4 neat stock 160 Handy, Robert
Soldier's wife Poll 2.00
exempt 1000 1825 66.24 Handy, Mrs. James
Haley, Zadie x/4a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 2150
Haley, Irene %a mowing
Poll 2.00 land 140
Hallas, Anast Whitcomb
Poll house 1900 4190 147.49
44a Bolt place 3000 Hanna, Joseph
1 horse 20 Poll
1 cow 40 3060 109.71 Store building 850
Hallas, Mrs. Anast Stock in trade 100 950 35.44
Poll 2.00 Hanna, Mrs. Mary
Handy, Frank Poll | 2.00
125a land and Hanna, David
21
Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- 1 Total
and Description ation | Tax and Description ation 1 Tax
Poll 2.00 ings 1660
Hanna, Edward J hi int. Susie Conboy




Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Hanna, Charles R. Harris, Franklin
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Hanna, Edward J. Jr. Harris, Josephine
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Hanrahan, Walter Harris, Elizabeth
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1000 Harvey, Clarence
Soldier exempt Poll 2.00
1000 Harvey, Mrs. Clarence
Hanrahan, Mrs. Poll 2.00
Walter Harvey, Orrin H.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Hanrahan, John Land and build-
Poll ings 2300
Land and build- Chichester place
ings 2100 2100 75.92 2300
Hanrahan, Mrs. John 24a Whitcomb
Poll 2.00 lot 470
Hanrahan, James 50a pasture 250
Land and build- 12a Verry lot 340
ings 1700 30a Eaton lot 300
2 cows 100 3 horses 300
1 neat stock 25 Stock in trade 200 6460 229.39
Soldier exempt Harvey, Mrs. Orrin
1000 825 29.04 Poll
Hanrahan Mrs. Land and build-
James ings 1700 1700 61.84
Poll 2.00 Haselton, Ernest
Hanrahan, Martin Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 300
Hanrahan, Kathryn Soldier exempt 300
Poll 2.00 Haselton, Mrs. Ernest
Hanrahan, Kathryn Poll 2.00
and Martin Havenstein, Arnold
140a land and Poll
buildings 2375 Land and build-
3 cows 120 ings 1100
1 neat stock 35 2530 89.05 Stock in trade 200 1300 47.76
Harris, Mrs. Edwin Havenstein, Mrs.
Land and build- Arnold
ings 2200 Poll 2.00
Lots 73 and 75 Hebert, Theodore
P.G.P. 140 2340 82.37 Land and build-
Harris, Lester ings 760
Poll Soldier exempt 760
Land and build- Hebert, Mrs. Theodore
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Poll 2.00 Poll
Heath, Ralph Land and build-
Poll ings 1300 1300 47.76
Land and build- Higgins, Mrs. Frank
ings 500 500 19.60 Poll 2.00
Heath, Mrs. Ralph Higgins, Alva
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Hewes, Walter ings 1140 1140 40.13
Land and build- Hildreth, William
ings 2850 Poll 2.00
16a Houghton Hildreth, Mrs. William
land 100 Poll 2.00
Cottage 1800 4750 167.20 Hildreth, Florence
Hewes, Charles Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Hill, Mrs. John
Hewes, Phoebe Est. Poll 2.00
50a land and Hill, Edwin A.
buildings 2000 15a land and
Part of Goodell buildings 1800
place 425 1 cow 50 1850 65.12
Bear den lot 170 Hill, Gertrude
Land in Dist. 8 20 2615 92.05 Poll 2.00
Henwood, Geo. Hill, George E.
Soldier exempt Poll 2.00
Henwood, Mrs. Geo. Hill, Mrs. George E.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Hewett, Grace Hills, Laura Est.
Poll Land and build-
2a land and ings 1200 1200 42.24
buildings 3000 Hills, Clifton
12a spring lot 550 Poll 2.00
30a Perham lot 360 3910 139.63 Hills, Clifton Jr.
Higgins, William Poll 2.00
Poll Hinds, Winfield
%a land and Poll
buildings 665 Land and build-
12a Leonard ings 2850
mowing 170 2V2 a Taylor
l%a Joe Little land 40
meadow 20 11a land and
%a Emery land 70 garage 850
1 cow 35 960 35.79 2 horses 75
Higgins, Mrs. William 1 cow 45 3860 137.87
Poll 2.00 Hinds, Mrs. Winfield
Higgins, George Poll 2.00
Poll Hinds, Calvin Est.
Land and build- Hall 1000 1000 35.20
ings 1000 1000 37.20 Hinds, Mrs. Calvin
Higgins, Mrs. George Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Hobson, Signe
Higgins, Frank Poll 2.00
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Hobson, Harold ings 800 800 30.16
Poll 2.00 Holbrook, Mrs. Peter
Hobson, Mrs. Harold Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Holbrook, Louis
Hodge, Burt Poll 2.00
Poll Holbrook, Bertha
Lot 37 and build- Poll 2.00
ings 475 475 18.72 Holbrook, Frank Est.
Holbrook, Leonard 4a land and
90a land and buildings 2000
buildings 2000 50a wood lot 800 2800 98.56
40a Bullard lot 130 Holman, Grace
40a Stratton lot 210 Poll 2.00
16a Collier lot 130 2470 86.94 Homestead Woolen
Holbrook, Dr. George Mills
Land and build- Garage and
ings 2200 2200 77.44 house 8000
Holbrook, Mrs. George Redmond land 200
Poll 2.00 Lolly land 800
Holbrook, Wayne Peabody house 3600
Poll 5 horses 350
50a land and 3 cows 150
buildings 1650 14 sheep 60
30a Holbrook 4 hogs
lot 65 Stock in trade 40000
14a Gage lot 25 Mills and ma-
48a French lot 250 chinery 84000 137240 4830.85
12a Holbrook lot 25 Hopkins, Dr. A. W.
Read lot 10 Poll
1 horse 25 Home place 2500
5 cows 250 2300 82.96 Snow place 1050
Holbrook, Charles Capron cottage 775
Poll 2.00 7a meadow 200
Holbrook, Herbert Stock in trade 200 4725 168.32
Poll 2.00 Hopkins, Mrs. A. W.
Holbrook, Mrs. Poll 2.00
Herbert Hopkins, Frank
Poll Poll
25a land and 12a land and
buildings 4000 buildings 2100 2100 75.92
1 cow 30 4030 143.85 Hopkins, Mrs. Frank
Holbrook, Mrs. Arthur Poll 2.00
Poll Hornig, G. H.
Land and build- Poll
ings 1800 10a land and
15a sprout lot 300 buildings 2850
Soldier's wife Roadside stand 665
exempt 1000 1100 40.72 Small cottage 665
Holbrook, Peter 7 camps and
Poll garage 300
Land and build- Stock in trade 200 4680 166.74
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Hornig, Mrs. G. H. ings 1600
Poll 2.00 1 cow 40 1640 59.73
Houran, Dan James, Mrs. George
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Jardine, James
ings 2600 2600 93.52 Poll
Houran, Mrs. Dan 80a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 2700
Howard, Luella 1 horse 75
Land and build- 2 cows 100
ings 2280 4 fur bearers 100 2975 106.72
Cottage and Jardine, Mrs. James
garage 1425 3705 130.42 Poll 2.00
Howard, George Jardine, Bernard
Shanty and lot 150 150 5.28 Poll 2.00
Houghton, Jerome Jefts, Eddie
Poll Land and build-
Land and build- ings 400
ings 900 900 33.68 Soldier exempt 400
Houghton, Mrs. Jefts, Mrs. Eddie
Jerome Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Jenks, Beatrice
Howard, Samuel Poll 2.00
Land and build- Johnson, Mrs. William
ings 2700 2700 95.04 Poll
Hunt, Eugene 10a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1700
Hunt, Mrs. Eugene Snow lot 125
Poll 2.00 1 horse 75
Hunt, Roger 6 cows 285 2185 78.91
Poll 2.00 Johnson, Nellie
Hoyt, Minnie Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Johnson, Mildred
Huckins, Mrs. Floyd Poll 2.00
Land and build- Johnson, Norris
ings 1400 Poll
Soldier's wife 1 cow 60 60 4.11
exempt 1000 400 14.08 Johnson, Arthur
Ide, William Poll 2.00
Poll Johnson, Henry
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1550 1550 56.56 Johnson, Mrs. Henry
Ide, Mrs. William Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Johnson, Francis
Ide, Virginia Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Jordon, Clement
Jackson, Mrs. Frank Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Cottage Wilson
James, George pond 400 400 16.08
Poll Jones, Dorothy
Land and build- Poll 2.00
Name | Valu- Total x~arm> | Valu-
and Description ation Tax and Description ation | Tax
Joseph, Sam Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Kerr, Archibald
Judd, Charles Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Kerr, Mrs. Archibald
Judd, Mrs. Charles Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Keith, Mrs. M. M.
Karr, Dana Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Karr, Mrs. Dana ings and
Poll 2.00 cabins 2500 2500 90.00
Kelly, John Kershow, Joseph
Poll 2.00 Poll
Kelly, Mrs. Carl Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 2500
Kelly, Carl Hutchins lot 125
Land and build- 3 cows 180 2805 100.74
ings 1400 Kershow, Mrs. Joseph
Soldier exempt 1000 400 14.08 Poll 2.00
Kempton, George A. Kingsbury, Harry
Land and build- Poll
ings 1700 1700 59.84 1 horse 5( > 50 3.76
Kempton, Mrs. George Kingsbury, Mrs. Harry
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, Mrs. Ida Est. Kingsbury, Fred
6a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 950 950 33.44 Kingsbury, Mrs. Fred
Kenney, John Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Kingsbury, Chester
Kenney, Albert Poll
Poll Lots 5-6-7 & build-
Land and build- ings at P. G. P. 760 760 28.75
ings 350 350 14.32 Kingsbury, Mrs.
Kenney, Mrs. Albert Chester
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, George Kibbe, Maynard
Poll Land and build-
Lots 58-60-62 & B ings 1000
at P. G. P. 1170 1170 43.18 Soldier exempt 1000
Kenney, Mrs. George Kibbe, Mrs. Maynard
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kenney, Mary Kingman, Homer
Poll Poll
Garage 475 Land and build-
Building lot 150 ings 1300
2 houses and %a and cottage 190 1490 54.45
land 1235 1860 67.47 Knight, Fred W.
Kennedy, Robert la land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 330 330 11.61
Kennedy Mrs. Robert Kendall, William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Kendrick, Herbert Kendall, Mrs. William
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Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Labounty, Edward ings 1350 1350 49.52
Poll Lane, Mrs. Kenneth
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1500 1500 54.80 Lane, Chester E.
Labounty, Mrs. Poll
Edward 4a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1140 1140 42.13
Labounty, Joseph W. Lane, Emily
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Lane, Zora
ings 400 400 16.08 Poll 2.00
Labounty, Mrs. Lane, Raymond &
Joseph W. Carl O'Brien
Poll 2.00 Read lot 500 500 17.60
Ladd, Emma Lane, Howard
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Laffond, James Lane, Mrs. Howard
Poll 2.00 Poll
Laffond, Mrs. James Land and build-
Poll ings 700 700 26.64
Land and build- Lane, R. L., K. P.
ings 1700 1700 61.84 & C. L.
Laffond, Frederick 95a Nancy Hale
Poll 2.00 lot 300
Laffond, Mrs. 98a Murphy lot 500
Frederick 30a Holbrook lot 170
Poll 2.00 85a Wilcox lot 450 1420 49.98
Laffond, Margaret Lamoureaux, George
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
LaFountain, John Lane, Raymond
Poll 4a land and
Land and build- buildings 3325
ings 950 950 35.44 64a Shoddy lot 650
Lambert, Winfred 12& sprout lot 60
Poll 49a Wright lot 400
Dolby house 1000 1000 37.20 30a Fuller lot 120
Lambert, Mrs. Winfred 16a Stone lot 30
Poll 2.00 150a Ward lot 425
Labell, William Soldier exempt 1000 4010 141.15
Poll Lane, Mrs. Raymond
1 horse 20 20 2.70 Poll 2.00
Labell, Mrs. William Lane, Russell
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lamere, Clifford Lane, Mrs. Russell
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lamoureaux, Mrs. Lane, William
George 1 cow 5( 1 50 1.76
Poll 2.00 Lane, C. L.
Lane, Kenneth 178a home
PoU place 6500
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5 houses E. S. 4180 Poll 2.00
24a Williams lot Lapoint, Lewis
classified 296 Poll
14a Mintz lot 60 Land and build-
58a Henry Taylor ings 400 400 16.08
lot 425 Lapoint, Mrs. Lewis
100a Holbrook lot 300 Poll 2.00
12a Ramsdell lot 30 Lawrence, Herbert
Shed and Poll 2.00
storehouse 1190 Lawrence, Lucy
14a gravel bank 300 Poll
40a Bullard lot 125 Land and build-
20a L. Stone lot 30 ings 475 475 18.72
20a Streeter lot 800 Lawrence, Charles
66a Read & Poll 2.00
Hale lot 200 Lawrence, Mrs.
25a Whitcomb & Charles
Lane 110 Poll
Welcome shanty 130 Lancy, Ernest
New house 380 Poll 2.00
Wyman lot 50 Lancy, Mrs. Ernest
248a Oliver Hill Poll 2.00
lots 1865 Labarveau, Ellery Est.
219a Bald Hill Land and build-
lots 1160 ings 950 950 33.45
1481a Troy Hill 5890 Leonard, Clesson
4 horses 500 Poll
2 cows 100 Land and build-
Stock in trade 6800 ings 1235
Mill and ma- 6a land 285 1520 55.50
chinery 7500 38921 1370.00 Leonard, Mrs. Clesson
Lang, Carroll Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Leonard, Ray
Lang, Mrs. Carroll Poll
Poll 2.00 %a land and
Landers, Edward buildings 1520 1520 55.50
Land and build- Leonard, Mrs. Ray
ings 450 Poll
Soldier exempt 450 Land and garage 400 400 16.09
Laplant, Ernest Lewis, Fred
Poll Poll
Land and build- Land and build-
ings Ward ings 200
place 2000 2000 72.41 1 mule 50 250 10.80
Laplant, Mrs. Ernest Lewis, Mrs. Fred
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Laplant, Eugene Lewis, Sarah
Poll j Poll 2.00
Land and build- Lewis, Herman
ings 300 300 12.56 Poll
Laplant, Mrs. Eugene Land and build-
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ings 855 Land and build-
1 cow 40 895 33.50 ings 1140 1140 42.13
Lewis, Mrs. Herman Lounder, William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lewis, Harold Lounder, Mrs. William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lewis, Mrs. Harold Lounder, Leonard
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Leslie, Melvina Lounder, Harold
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Lowell, Carl
ings 000 900 33.69 Poll 2.00
Lee, Everett Lowell, Mrs. Carl
Poll 2.00 Poll
Lincoln, Frank Lot 29-31 and
Land and build- buildings 650 650 24.88
ings 1700 Lowney, James
2y2 a land 45 1745 61.42 Poll 2.00
Lincoln, Mrs. Prank Lowney, Mrs. James
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lincoln, Leroy Lysett, Mrs. J. B.
Poll 2.00 Hotel property 3800 3800 133.76
Lincoln, Mrs. Leroy Lysett, William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lewis, Walter Lysett, Mrs. William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Lincoln, Fred Est. Lorette, Mrs. Felix
Land and build- 1 horse 35
ings 1700 1700 59.84 1 cow 40
Little, Joseph Soldier's widow
Poll exempt 75
Land and build- MacLennan Daniel A.
ings 1170 Poll 2.00
Sprout lot 125 MacLennan, Mrs.
1 cow 40 1335 48.99 Daniel A.
Little, Mrs. Joseph Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Marsh, Mrs. Amasa
Little, Peter Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1200
Lodberg, Ernest 20a Bullard lot 170
Poll 14a Cummings
Land and build- lot 100
ings 2500 2500 90.00 Eaton lot 550 2020 71.10
Lodberg, Mrs. Ernest Marsh, Charles L.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Long, L. F. Marsh, Mildred
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Marsh, George
ings 380 380 15.38 PoU 2.00
Long, Mrs. Lemuel Magee, Roxie
Poll Poll
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4% a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 1800 1800 65.36 McWha, Aubrey
Magee, Homer Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 McWha, Mrs. Aubrey
Mallett, Robert Poll
Poll Lot 71 and
Land and build- buildings 950 950 35.44
ings 1520 1520 55.50 MacDonald, A. H.
Mallet, Mrs. Robert Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Malloy, Marion ings Lambert
Poll 2.00 place 1700 1700 61.84
Marden, Everett McCullough, Charles
Poll 2.00 Poll




1 cow 30 30 3.06 McCullough, Mrs.
Martin, Mrs. Harold Charles
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Martin, Leon Meader, Herbert
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Martin, Mrs. Leon Melville, John
Poll 2.00 Poll
Martin, Hilda Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1200
Martin, Myrtie 1 cow 60
Poll Stock in trade 300 1560 56.92
Land and build- Melville, Mrs. John
ings 1500 1500 54.80 Poll 2.00
Marcott, Clara E. Metcalf, Charles
Land and build- Land and build-
ings 360 360 12.68 ings 1000
Manning, Don Soldier exempt 1000
Poll 2.00 Metcalf, Mrs. Charles
Manning, Mrs. Don Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Metevier, A. J.
Mason, Mary 42a land and
Poll buildings 2160
Cottage at Swanzey 6a wood lot 500
Lake 720 720 27.34 Soldier exempt 1000 1660 58.43
Maslin, Charles Miller, Charles H.
Poll Poll
1 cow 50 Land and build-
60 fowls 48 98 5.45 ings 800 800 30.16
Maslin, Mrs. Charles Miller, Mrs. Charles H.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
McGrath, Fred Miller, Guy
Poll Poll
6a land and Land and build-
buildings 475 475 18.72 ings 600
McGrath, Mrs. Fred Granger land 100
30
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Wood lot 150 Poll | 2.00
2 cows 70 920 34.38 Nallett, Mrs. Alfred
Miller, Mrs. Guy Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Nash, O. C.
Minex, Frank Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 2660
Morris, Harold 2a land and
Soldier exempt shop 570
Morris, Bernice 3a Snow land 235
Poll %a bungalow 1500
30a land and Stock in trade 200 5165 181.81
buildings 1600 Nash, Mrs. O. C.
5 cows 180 Poll 2.00
Soldier's wife Nash, Eddie
exempt 1000 780 29.46 Lots 14-15 and
Morse, Howard buildings 2375
Poll 2.00 Building lots 400 2775 97.68
Morse, Mrs. Howard Nash, Mrs. Eddie
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Mosher, William Nash, George
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Nash, Don
ings 1400 1400 51.28 Poll
Mosher, Mrs. William Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1800
Moore, Frank 138 fowls 116 1916 69.44
Poll 2.00 Nash, Mrs. Don
Moore, Carles Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Nash, William
Morse, Roland Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Morse, Mrs. Roland ings 1800 1800 65.36
Poll 2.00 Nash, Mrs. William
Murry, L. N. Poll 2.00
Poll Nash, Raymond
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1500 1500 54.80 Nash, Bay
Murry, Mrs. L. N. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Nash, Mrs. Bay
Myers, Harriet Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Nado, Joseph
Nallett, Joe Poll 2.00
Poll Newell, Flora
Land and build- Land and build-
ings 750 ings 1100 1100 38.72
2 cows 80 Newell, James
Land 225 Poll
Pasture 225 1100 40.72 %a land and
Nallett, Mrs. Joe buildings 665 665 25.41
Poll 2.00 Newell, Mrs. James
Nallett, Alfred Poll 2.00
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Nelson, Emma
!
Cottage at lake 1260 6000 211.20
Poll 2.00 Oakman, Frank
Nelson, E. A. Est. Poll
3a Burke cottage 550 Land and build-
Mill office land ings 2185
and garage 2000 Wood lot 265
37a Munsell Stock in trade 2250 4700 167.44
sprout lot 85 Oakman, Mrs. Frank
3a Swanzey Lake Poll 2.00
Heights 150 O'Brien, Carl
Starkey lot 150 Poll
Home place 7000 9935 349.71 Land and build-
Newstead, George ings 1000
Poll 2 cows 80 1080 40.02
2a land and O'Brien, Mrs. Carl
buildings 600 600 23.12 Poll 2.00
Newstead, Mrs. George O'Brien, Evelyn
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Newton, Paul T. O'Brien, Russell
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Newton, Mrs. Paul Olmstead, Wesley Jr.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Nickiforakis, George Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 800 800 30.16
Nickiforakis, Mrs. Olmstead, Mrs. Wesley
George Poll 2.00
Poll Olsson, Nils
45a land and Cottage at lake 700
buildings 2100 Soldier exempt 700
2 cows 90 2190 79.09 Olsson, Mrs. Nils
Nims, Everett Poll 2.00
Poll Overton, Mrs. Dorothy
4a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 380 Packard, Glenroy
Roadside stand 300 Poll 2.00
Stock in trade 70 750 28.40 Packard, Mrs. Glenroy
Nims, Mrs. Everett Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Page, Leander
North Swanzey Poll
Community Assoc. 150a land and
Building 1500 1500 51.80 buildings 9000
Normandy, Edward 60a Hill pasture 680
9a land and 25a Wilber
buildings 3000 3000 105.60 meadow 235
Oakman, Walter P. 5a Taft 45
%a land and 10a Butler 85
buildings 2000 7a Blake 45
4a meadow 160 7a Cota 20
60a Ball lot 965 5a Richardson 85
100a Twitcvhell Gravel bank 225
lot 1615 Cottage 400
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2 horses 175 Patnode, Fred
23 cows 1600 Poll 2.00
3 neat stock 120 12715 449.57 Patnode, Mrs. Fred
Page, Mrs. Leander Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Page, Leander Jr. ings 800
Poll 2.00 1 cow 30 830 31.22
Palmer, George Paquette, Neree
Lots 80-81 and Poll 2.00
buildings Paquette, Mrs. Neree
P. G. P. 525 525 18.48 Poll 2.00
Parker, Mrs. George Paquette, Joseph
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1200 1200 42.24 Patterson, Nora
Parker, Ralph Poll 2.00
Land and build- Patterson, Leonard
ings 2000 Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 1000 1000 35.20 Pelletier, L. A.
Parker, Mrs. Ralph Poll
Poll 2.00 la land and
Parker, Mabel buildings 1700 1700 61.84
Poll 2.00 Pelletier, Mrs. L. A.
Pasno, Louis Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Pelletier, Lester
Pasno, Mrs. Louis Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Pelletier, Mrs. Lester
Patnode, Joe Poll 2.00
Land and build- Pelletier, Clarence
ings 950 950 33.44 Poll 2.00
Patnode, Joe Jr. Pellerin, Oscar
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Patnode, Mrs. Joe ings 950
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 950
Patnode, Charles Pellerin, Mrs. Oscar
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Patnode, Mrs. Charles Persival, Horace
Poll 2.00 %a land and
Patnode, Victor buildings 2300 2300 80.96
Poll 2.00 Perham, Fred I.
Patnode, Mrs. Victor Poll
Poll 2.00 Stock in trade 2000 2000 72.40
Patnode, Raymond Perham, Mrs. Fred I.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Perreault, Ludger
ings 2325 Land and build-
1 horse 35 ings 1500
2 cows 80 Soldier exempt 1000 500 17.60
1 neat stock 30 2470 88.94 Perreault, Mrs. Ludger
Patnode, Mrs. Poll 2.00





Name Valu- | Total
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75a land and land 700
I
buildings 3750 1 horse 40 2740| 98.45
3500 fowls 2100 5850 207.92 Philips, Charles
Pierson, Mrs. Harry Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Philips, Mrs. Charles
Perry, Harry D. Poll 2.00
Poll Pickett, Forrest
Sprout land 85 Poll
Sprout land 85 Land and build-
Mill property 570 740 28.05 ings 1200 1200 44.24
Perry, Mrs. Harry Pickett Mrs. Forest
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Pierson, Zackery
ings 1000 1000 37.20 Land and build-
Perry, Pauline ings 1525
Poll 2.00 20a farm 600
Perry, Arthur 6a Greenleaf
Poll land 70
12a land and Garage and lot 115 2310 81.31
buildings 3000 Pierson, Albert
6a Snow land 35 Poll 2.00
72a Sprague Pierson, Walter
pasture 1000 Poll 2.00
7a Jeffrey place 1500 Pierson, Mrs. Walter
3 cows 150 Poll
1450 fowls 1160 6845 242.94 Land and build-
Perry, Mrs. Arthur ings 1500 1500 54.80
Poll 2.00 Pitcher, Nina
Perry, Mary J. Poll
175a land and Cottage Wilson
buildings 1850 1850 65.12 pond 950
Perry, Herman H. Gallagher land 360 1310 48.11
Poll Pitcher, Blake
57a sprout land 315 Poll 2.00
188a Corliss Pitcher, Francis
Prentice lot 350 Poll 2.00
2 horses 125 Plouffe, Christine A.
8 cows 400 Poll 2.00
4 sheep 12 Plummer, John
1 hog 15 1217 44.84 Poll 2.00
Perry, Mrs. Herman Plummer, Mrs. John
Poll Poll 2.00
Lot 87 P. G. P. 65 65 4.29 Plummer, Albert
Peck, Mrs. William Poll
1-3 int. in Passett Land and build-
place 570 570 20.06 ings 665
Philips, Nora 2a land 70 735 27.87
Poll Plummer, Mrs. Albert
10a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 2000 Plummer, Cecil
6a Anderson Poll
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2a land and Puffer, Edward
buildings 675 Poll 2.00
1 cow 40 715 27.17 Putnam, Marshall
Plummer, Mrs. Cecil Poll
Poll 2.00 1 cow 45 45 3.58
Plummer, Ralph Putnam, Mrs.
Land and build- Marshall
ings 500 Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 500 Putnam, Willard
Poland, Theodore Poll 2.00
Poll Putnam, Mrs. Willard
la land and Poll
buildings 250 250 10.80 Land and build-
Poland, Mrs. Teodore ings 500 500 19.60
Poll 2.00 Pyne, Ernest
Pollard, Mrs. P. G. l%a land and
Land and build- buildings 2125
ings 2375 2375 83.60 Soldier exempt 1000 1125 39.60
Poor, Walter Quigley, William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Poor, Mrs. Walter Quigley, Mrs. William
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Porter, Thomas Ramsdell, Richard
Poll 2.00 59% a land and
Porada, Peter 2.00 buildings 4300
Poll 2.00 17a Hill pasture 200
Porada, Mrs. Peter 2a Ward land 200 4700 165.45
Poll 2.00 Ramsdell, Bertha
Pratt, Edward Poll
1 cow 60 la land and
Soldier exempt 60 buildings 1800
Pratt, Mrs. Edward Evans lot 170
Poll 2.00 Cottage at lake 720
Prentice, Isabel Est. Building lots 140 2830 101.61
90a land and Ramsdell, Hattie Est.
buildings 1000 Land and build-
Bullard lot 10 ings 1700 1700 59.84
6a Holbrook lot 50 1060 37.31 Randall, Henry M.
Pratt, John B. Poll 2.00
Land and build- Randall, Mrs. Henry
ings 1000 Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 1000 Ramsey, Charles F.
Puffer, Herbert Poll
Poll 39a land and
l%a land and buildings 2500 2500 90.00
buildings 2500 Ramsey, Mrs. Charles
Lot Swanzey F.
lake 200 Poll 2.00
7a river land 300
|
3000 107.60 Read, Samuel
Puffer, Mrs. Herbert iy2 a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 475 475 16.72
35
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Read, Carl Poll 2.00
Poll Richards, L. G.
Land and build- Poll
ings 1150 1150 42.48 Land and build-
Read, Mrs. Carl ings 2100
Poll 2.00 2 cows 75 2175 78.56
Read, Stanton Richards, Mrs. L. G.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Read, Mrs. George Richards, Eva
Est. Poll 2.00
Land and build- Richards, Ernest
ings 2000 2000 70.40 Poll 2.00
Renter, Walter Richards, Mrs. Ernest
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Renter, Mrs. Walter Richards, Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Florence
Rhoades, Ora Poll 2.00
Land and build- Richardson, Lucy Est.
ings 2000 Land and build-
Blind exempt 1000 1000 35.20 ings 500 500 17.60
Rhoades, Mrs. Ora i Richardson, Fred
Poll 2.00 Poll
Roades, Everett Land and build-
Land and build- ings 1800 1800 65.36
ings 450 Richardson, Mrs. Fred
Soldier exempt 450 Poll 2.00
Roades, Mrs. Everett Richardson, David W.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Rice, Robert V. Land and build-
Poll ings 1100 1100 40.72
Land and build- Richardson, Mrs.
ings 800 800 30.16 David
Rice, Mrs. Robert Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Ridley, Ernest
Rice, Fred Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Ridley, Mrs. Ernest
Rice, Mrs. Fred Poll
Poll Land and build-
3a land and ings 500 500 19.60
buildings 360 Ridley, Edwin
1 cow 40 400 16.08 Land and build-
Rice, Raymond ings 150
Poll 2.00 Soldier exempt 150
Rice, Harry Ridley, Mrs. Edwin
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Rice, Mrs. Harry Ridley, Kenneth
Poll 2.00 Poll
Rice, George Land and build-
Poll ings 665
2 horses 50 50 3.76 Store and house 1425 2090 75.57
Rice, Mendell Ridley, Mrs. Kenneth
|
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Poll 2.00 Robbins, George
Ring, Francis 3%a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 540 540 19.01
Ring, Mrs. Francis Robbins, Mrs. George
Poll Poll 2.00
Worth place and Robbins, Sarah
lots 1700 1700 61.84 Poll
Ripley, Charles Est. Land and build-
l%a land and ings 600 600 23.12
buildings 475 475 16.72 Robertson, Edwin
Rixford, Henry Poll
Land and build- Land and build-
ings 1900 1900 66.88 ings 4000 4000 142.80
Rixford, Mrs. Henry Robertson, Jane
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Rixford, Georgina Rockwell, Isabel
& Henry Land and build-
Pine lot 300 300 10.56 ings 425 425 14.96
Rixford, Mrs. Arthur Rolf, Edward
Poll Poll
Land and build- %a land and
ings 700 buildings 950 950 35.44
2 cows 60 Rolf, Flossie
18a pasture 170 930 34.74 Poll 2.00
Rixford, Arthur Rolf, James
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Rinta, Walter Roalf, Myra
Poll 2.00 Poll .
Rinta, Mrs. Walter Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 400 400 16.08
Robb, Fred Roaolf, Bettie
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Robb, Mrs. Fred Rollins, Mrs. Ray
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Robb, Walter Rollins, William
Poll 2.00 Poll
Robbins, Patrick Land and build-
Poll ings 2850 2850 102.32
Store building 3000 Rollins, Mrs. William
Carter place 1700 Poll 2.00
Stock in trade 500 5200 185.04 Roy, Leonard
Robbins, Mrs. Patrick Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Robbins, Jefferson ings 1900 1900 68.88
Land and build- Roy, Mrs. Leonard
ings 600 Poll 2.00
Stock in trade 400 Roscoe, Leander
Soldier exempt 1000 Poll
Robbins, Mrs. Land and build-
Jefferson ings 1700 1700 61.84
Poll
1
2.00 Roscoe, Mrs. Leander
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and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Ross, James Safford, Franklin
Poll Poll
%a Smith place 950 950 35.44 2 horses 200
Ruffle, Edward S. 7 cows 350 550 21.36
Poll Sanderson, Selena
3a land and Poll
buildings 1100 Land and build-
XA int. Susie Conboy ings 900 900 33.68
Est. 65 1165 43.01 Sanderson, Nathan
Ruffle, Mrs. Edward Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Sarsfield, James
Ruffle, Leonard Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 1900 1900 66.88
Ruffle, William Sarsfield, Mrs. James
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1075 1075 37.84 Sarsfield, Mrs. Martin
Rutter, Bessie Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Sarsfield, Helen
Rutter, Francis Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Savory, Lillian
Russell, George T. Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Schnyer, George
Russell, Geo. & Poll
Grace Hanna Land and build-
2V2 a home place 5225 5225 183.92 ings 2100 2100 75.92
Russell, Harry Est. Schnyer, Mrs. George
& George Poll 2.00
56a Capron lot 1100 Scribner, Ivan
100a Stratton Poll
lot 1615 Land and build-
55a pond lot 445 ings 2650 2650 95.28
80a Stratton Scribner, Mrs. Ivan
Read lot 1125 Poll 2.00
15a Dickinson Sebastian, Leon
lot 385 Poll
6a mowing land 400 1 cow 50 50 3.76
100a Hanrahan Sebastian, Mrs. Leon
lot 425 5495 193.42 Poll 2.00
Ryan, William Sears, Charles
Poll 2.00 Poll
Safford, Perley %a land and
Poll buildings 475 475 18.72
30a home place 6500 Sears, Mrs. Charles
Cottage at Poll 2.00
Wilson pond 800 Seaver, Chester
30a sprout land 235 Poll
Parson meadow 130 Land and build-
Stone meadow 170 ings 1425
Trotting Park 5000 12835 453.79 l%a Whitcomb
Safford, Mrs. Perley lot 75 1500 54.80
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Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- [ Total
and Description ation
J
Tax and Description ation | Tax
Seaver, Mrs. Chester 5a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1350
Shaw, Ira Est. 8a sprout lot 100 1450 51.04
Land and build- Smith, Earl
ings 2950 Poll 2.00
8a pasture 170 3120 109.83 Smith, Mrs. Earl
Sheldon, Berdetta Poll 2.00
Poll Smith, Arthur L.
%a land and Poll
buildings 800 800 30.16 Stock in trade 50 50 3.76
Shover, John Smith, Mrs. Arthur L.
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1520 1520 53.50 Smith, Myrtie
Shover, John Jr. Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Shover, Mrs. John Jr. ings 700
Poll 2.00 10a Davis lot 50 750 28.40
Shover, Perley Smith, John D.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Sinclair, Alfred Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 600 600 23.12
Sleeper, Belle Smith, Mrs. John D.
Land 25 25 .88 Poll 2.00
Sloan, Evelyn Smith, Cassius
Poll Poll
Land and build- 12a sprout land 30
ings 250 250 10.80 Stock in trade 50 80 4.82
Small, E. P. Smith, Clifton
Poll Poll
Cottage 2140 %a land and
V2 Worcester buildings 800
lot 40 2180 78.74 15a sprout land 30 830 31.21
Small, Mrs. E. P. Smith, Lewis
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Small, Edward Jr. Smith, Hasley
Poll 2.00 Soldier
Small, Edgar S. Smith, Mrs. Hasley
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Small, Mrs. Edgar S. Snelling, Everett
Poll Land and build-
4a land and ings 760
buildings 3800 3800 135.76 Soldier exempt 760
Smith, Laura Snelling, Mrs. Everett
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Smith, Clarence Soucise, Mrs. Fred
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Smith, Ernest Est. Spring, Rolland
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 665 665 23.41 Stanton, Kate Est.
Smith, Mrs. Albert Land and build-
Est. ings 950 950 33.44
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Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Spring, Mrs. Rolland ings 1300 1300 47.76
Poll Stone, Dwight
y2 a land and Poll
buildings 200 200 9.04 Home place 4275
Starkey, Mrs. John Burnham place 250
Poll 2.00 50a J. Stone
Starkey, Gladys lot 400
Poll 231a M. C. Stone
170a land and place 3500
buildings 3600 20a Crouch lot 150
15a meadow 200| 3800 135.76 8a Taft lot 300
Steadman, Elsie 39a pasture 200




ings 300 300 12.56 Poll 2.00
Stepherson, George H. Stone, M. C. Est.
Land and build- 14a Ward lot 1100 1100 38.72
ings 680 Stone, Howard
Carlons place 400 Poll
10a sprout lot 85 Land and build-
3a tillage 40 ings 1800 1800 65.36
12a sprout lot 85 1290 Stone, Mrs. Howard
Stepherson, Carlon Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Stone, P. G.
Stepherson, Mrs. Poll 2.00
Carlon 25a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 2375
Stepherson, Elliot 3 cows 150
Poll 2.00 150 fowls 127 2652 95.35
Stevens, Hanson Stone, Mrs. P .G.
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Stone, Laura
ings 950 950 35.44 Poll 2.00
Stickney, Eugene Stone, Clarence
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Stickney, Mrs. Eugene Stone, Mrs. Clarence
Poll Poll 2.00
45a land and Stone, Chester
buildings 2350 Poll 2.00
1 horse 20 Stone, Mrs. Chester
1 cow 40 Poll 2.00
45 fowls 38 2448 88.17 Story, Fred
St. John, Joseph Cottage at lake 900
Land and build- Soldier exempt 900
ings 600 Story, Mrs. Fred
Cottage 300 900 31.68 Poll 2.00
Stoddard, Arthur Stowell, Charles
Poll 2.00 Poll
Stoddard, Mrs. Etta Land and build-
Poll ings 900 900 33.68





































































































































8a river land 360
3a meadow 20


























Name Valu- | Total Name Valu- Totai
and Description ation | Tax and I )escription ation Tax
ings 2375 Poll 2.00
1 horse 125 Thompson, Mrs.
2 cows 100] 93.53 Willard
Taylor, Mrs. Carl Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Thompson, A. F.
Taylor, Grace Poll
Poll S^-a land and
Land and build- buildings 1500 1500 54.80
ings 1425 1425 52.17 Thompson, Mrs. A. F.
Taylor, George Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Thompson, Bert
Taylor, Mrs. George Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Taylor, Leon ings 1260 1260 46.35
Poll 2.00 Thompson, Leslie
Taylor, Mrs. Leon Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 200 200 7.04
Taylor, Ernest Thrasher, Chester L.
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Taylor, Allen Thrasher, Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Chester
Taylor, Florence G. Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Thayer, Leon ings 800 800 30.16
Poll 2.00 Thrasher, Phillip
Thayer, Mrs. Leon Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Thayer, Samuel ings 360 360 14.67
Poll 2.00 Thrasher, Mrs. Phillip
Thonsen, Carl Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Thrasher, Norman
Thonsen, Mrs. Carl Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Thrasher, C. S.
Thompson, George Poll
Poll 1 horse 25
Land and build- 1 neat stock 25 50 3.76
ings 765 Thrasher, Mrs. C. S.
1 cow 40 805 30.34 Poll
Thompson, Mrs. 46a land and
George buildings 1200 1200 44.24
Poll 2.00 Thrasher, Waldo
Thompson, Geo. & 30a Eames lot 200 200 7.04
Wesley Todd, Clarence
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1800 1800 63.36 Todd, Mrs. Clarence
Thompson, Wesley Poll
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Thompson, Mrs. ings 300 300 12.56
Wesley Tolman, Gerald
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Thompson, Willard Tolman, Raymond
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and Description
f
ation | Tax and Description ation Tax
Poll 2.00 ings 500
Tolman, Winfred Soldier's wife
Poll 2.00 exempt 500
Tolman, Mrs. Winfred Underwood, Carl
Poll 2.00 Soldier
Trask, Walter Underwood, Mrs. Carl
Trombly, Clarence Poll 2.00
Poll Underwood, Frank
%a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 660 Underwood, Mrs.
3%a Stebbins Frank
land 540 1200 44.24 Poll 2.00
Trombly, Mrs. Underwood, Frank E.
Clarence Poll
Poll 2.00 5a land and
Twitchell, Orrison buildings 350
160a land and 1 horse 50 400 16.08
buildings 1080 Underwood, Frank &
1 horse 75 Grace Hewett
1 cow 35 1190 41.89 17a Hill pasture 100
Twitchell, Wilber 75a gravel bank
112a land and & pasture 1170
buildings 1300 1300 45.76 Lots 50-51
Twitchell, Mrs. Wilber P. G. P. 150
Poll 2.00 Cottage Wilson
Twitchell, Forest pond 855 2275 80.08
Poll Underwood, Frank
64a land and 110a meadow
buildings 1440 pasture &
6a meadow 75 barn 2000
2 horses 50 House 1300
9 cows 500 3 horses 150
2 neat stock 100 2165 78.21 2 cows 120 3570 127.66
Twitchell, Mrs. Forest Underwood, Mrs.
Poll 2.00 Frank
Twitchell, Olan Poll 2.00
Poll Underwood, Philip
64a land and Poll 2.00
buildings 1900 Underwood, Mrs.
1 horse 30 Philip
15 cows 825 Poll 2.00
2 neat stock 65 2820 101.26 Vincent, Ralph
Twitchell, Mrs. Olan Poll
Poll 2.00 10a land and
Twitchell, Clifford buildings 2000 2000 72.40
Poll 2.00 Vincent, Mrs. Ralph
Twitchell, Mrs. Marcia Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Ward, George
Tyo, Mrs. Wallace Poll
Poll 2 00 2 oxen 160 160 7.63
Land and build- Ward, Bessie
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Poll Wescott, Merle
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1700 1700 61.84 Wescott, Mrs. Merle
Ward, Harley Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Wheeler, Louis
Ward, W. H. Est. Soldier
Land and build- Wheeler, Mrs. Louis
ings 1700 1700 59.84 Poll
Ward, Mrs. W. H. 19a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1140
Ward, Grace V2 a Johnson
Poll 2.00 place 760
Ward, Mrs. George 30a Howes lot 60
Land and build- 1 cow 40
ings 3325 Soldier's wife
Pasture 850 4175 146.96 exempt 1000 1000 37.20
Wathzer, Tyko Wheeler & Taylor
25a land and 129a land and
buildings 700 buildings 4000
Soldier exempt 700 Purrington
Walts Garage place 2000
Stock in trade 300 300 10.56 2 horses 125
Webber, Lillian 22 cows 1270
Poll 2.00 3 neat stock 140 7535 265.23
Wetmore, Gus Wheeler, Mrs. Bert
Poll Poll 2.00
75a land and Wheeler, Merle
buildings 1900 Poll 2.00
30a Colony lot 65 Wheeler, Mrs. Merle
Newell lot 760 Poll 2.00
10a meadow 20 Wheeler, Harry
10a gravel bank 900 Poll 2.00
Ward meadow 35 Whipple, Ervin
2 lots Swanzey Poll
Lake 135 Land and build-
1 horse 20 ings 800 800 30.16
7 cows 320 Whipple, Mrs. Ervin
4 neat stock 120 4275 152.48 Poll 2.00
Wetmore, Mrs. Gus Whipple, Myrtie
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Wesley, George Whitten, Mathew
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Whittemore, Milan
ings 250 250 10.80 Poll
Wesley, Mrs. George %a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 475 475 18.72
Wesley, Mrs. Ora Whittemore, Mrs.
Poll Milan
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1425 Whittemore, David




Valu- Total Name | Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation
"9215
Tax
Whittemore, Herbert at lake 3240 326.37
B. Whitcomb, Geo. & Co.
Poll 2.00 95a Bennett &
Whittemore, Herman Mason lot 500
Poll 2.00 50a Thompson
Whittemore, Hattie lot 1200
Poll 2.00 70a Fish lot 300
Whittemore, Mary 100a Ward Corliss
Poll & Parson lot 510
Land and build- 18a Henry lot 200
ings 1400 80a Marsh lot 1080 3790 133.41
Meadow 40 1440 52.69 Whitcomb, Geo. &
Whittemore, Clarence Edna
Poll Home place 6000 6000 211.20
Land and build- Whitcomb, Cecil
ings 1200 1200 44.24 Poll
Whittemore, Mrs. 16a land and
Clarence buildings 2375
Poll 2.00 12a pasture 135 2510 98.35
Whitcomb, Otis Whitcomb, Mrs. Cecil
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Whitcomb, A. A.
ings 950 950 35.44 Poll 2.00
Whitcomb, Mrs. Otis Whitcomb, Mrs. A. A.
Poll 2.00 Poll
Whitcomb, Willard Land and build-
Poll ings 1000
Land and build- 1 cow 35 1035 38.43
ings 600 600 23.12 Whitcomb, Carl
Whitcomb, Mrs. Poll
Willard 28a land and
Poll 2.00 buildings 1300 1300 47.76
Whitcomb Chair Co. White, Grover
35a sprout land 350 Poll
20a sprout land 150 Cottage 75 75 4.64
Stock in trade 750 White, Arthur
Mills and ma- Poll |
chinery 6000 7250 255.20 Land and build-
Whitcomb, Addie ings 1600 1600 58.32
Poll Wilder, Norman
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 2100 2100 75.92 Wilder, Mrs. Norman
Whittemore & Poll 2.00
O'Brien Wilber, Mabel H.
Stock in trade 300 300 10.56 Poll
Whitcomb, George Jr. Lots 48-49 &
Poll buildings 2040
Bailey place 2375 Stock in trade 700 2740 98.45
A. M. Whitcomb Wilber, Maurice
place 3600 Poll 2.00
Cottage and land Wilber, Weston W.
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Poll 60a part of Snow
Land and build- farm 240
ings 190 50a part of White
Stratton lot 170 farm 200 440 15.49
Home place 380 Wood, Robert
Hotel lot & Poll
buildings 300 Land and build-
27a Fields lot 185 ings 1525 1525 55.68
Lucy Wilber Wood, Mabel
place 500 Poll 2.00
%a Clinton Woodward, Philip
Wilber place 200 Poll 2.00
4a sprout lot 25 Woodward, Mrs.
Stock in trade 50 2000 72.40 Philip
Wilber, Mrs. Weston Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Woodward, Leon
Wilson, Frank Poll
Poll 2.00 Read place 1300 1300 47.76
Willis, Frank C. Woodward, Mrs. Leon
Poll Poll 2.00
Land and build- Woodward, Leon Jr. .
ings 665 665 25.41 Poll 2.00
Willis, Mrs. Frank C. Woodward, Fred
Poll 2.00 Poll 2.00
Willard, Henry Wood, Leon
Land and build- Poll 2.00
ings 1350 Wood, Mrs. Leon
1 cow 50 Poll 2.00
1 neat stock 35 Wood, Alias
Soldier exempt 1000 435 15.31 Poll
Willard, Mrs. Henry Land and build-
Poll 2.00 ings 300 300 12.56
Wilson, Harry Wood, Mrs. Alias
1 cow 30 Poll 2.00
Soldier exempt 30 Wood, Fay
Wilson, Mrs. Harry Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Wood, Walter
Winn, Harold Poll 2.00
Poll 2.00 Wood, Mrs. Walter
Winn, Lester Poll 2.00
Poll Worcester, Harry
Land and build- %a land and
ings 800 800 30.16 buildings 800
Willard, Elbert % int. in Rust
Poll 2.00 lot 130
Williams, Mrs. F. R. Land 55
Poll 30 fowls 25
50a land and Soldier exempt 1000 10 .35
buildings 1350 1350 49.52 Worcester, Mrs. Harry
Wilcox, Allen C. Poll 2.00
Classified Worcester, Clarence
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Land and build- Wright, Dorothy
ings V2 of lot Poll 2.00
9 2200 Wright, Harold K.
Cottage and Poll
lot 850 5V2 a land and
2 lots 200 filling station 800
Soldier exempt 1000 2250 79.20 Stock in trade 75 875 32.80
Worcester, Mrs. Wright, Mrs. Harold
Clarence Poll
Poll Land and build-
5a Bennett land ings 1425 1425 52.16
and cottage 150 150 7.28 Wright, Lola
Worcester, Anderson Poll 2.00
%a home place 1615 Wright, Kenneth
30a Follett lot 170 Poll 2.00
V2 int. in Rust Wright, Maurice
lot 130 Poll 2.00
Quinn & Grogan Wyman, Ellis
lot 300 Land and build-
11a Woods lot 45 ings 3000
5a Oakman lot 130 920 fowls 782
1 horse 100 Soldier exempt 1000 2782 97.93
2 cows 120 2610 91.88 Wyman, Mrs. Ellis
Worcester, Mrs. Poll 2.00
Anderson Yardley, Herbert
Poll 2.00 Land and build-
Worcester, Elwin ings 100 100 3.52
Poll 2.00 Young, Lelia
Worcester, Alice Poll
Poll Land and build-
1-3 int. in Fassett ings 950
place 570 570 22.06 Bungalow 380 1330 48.82
Wright, Charles Young, Harold
Poll Poll 2.00
12a land and Young, Mrs. Harold
buildings 1700 Poll 2.00
1 horse 30 Yost, Theron
5 cows 200 Land and build-
100 fowls 85 2015 72.93 ings 1800
Wright, Mrs. Charles Soldier exempt 1000 800 28.16
Poll 2.00 Yost, Mrs. Theron




NON-RESIDENT INVOICE OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
Atkinson, Ida C. W. S. Hunt
I
30a land and pasture 340 340 11.97
buildings $2000 $2000 $70.40 Blodgett, Mabel &
Adams, Idianna Hale Alice Hovey
Sugar house lot 400 400 14.08 Ramsdell property
Aldrich, Frank G. E. S. 620 620 21.82
940 fowls 797 797 28.05 Boston & Maine R. R.
Ballou, Iva Storehouse
Lot 18 Swanzey Wesport 500
Lake 360 360 12.67 Storehouse W.
Ballou, Claude Swanzey 1100 1600 56.32
5a meadow 20 20 .70 Bliss, Philip
Ballou, Guy Building lot W. S. 95 95 3.34
24a Haskell lot 700 700 24.64 Blanchard, Rev. Henri
Ballou, Frank J. Est. Cottage Wilson
15a Sargent & pond 900 900 31.68
Burnham lot 300 300 10.56 Blodgett, Hiland
Baker, Oney 3a meadow 35
25a pasture 500 500 17.60 4a land and
Barton, Fannie buidings 325
la Lewis land Lot P. G. P. 65 425 14.96
Dist. No. 1, 40 40 1.41 Boufford, Oscar
Barrett, Olive Cottage Wilson
Land and build- pond 1000
ings W. Cottage and lot
Swanzey 1600 1600 56.32 Wilson pond 360 1360 47.87
Barton, Theodore Beauregard, Mary L.
12a land on Cottage Wilson
Troy road 170 170 5.98 pond 1000 1000 35.20
Barrus, Fred W. Beauregard, Mary &
Land and cottage Eldora
Swanzey Lake 675 675 23.76 Gegan cottage
Banks, George E. Wilson pond 750 750 26.40
Parker place W. Bouvier, Edward J.
Swanzey 1675 1675 58.96 8a land and
Barrett, Ada B. buildings 400
Lot 19-20 and 6a Nelson
cottage Wilson meadow 100 500 17.60
Pond 775 775 27.28 Brown, Wm. Est.
Barnard, C. H. Lot 8-9 P. G. P. 135 135 4.75
Geo. Lovely Brooks, Mary Harlow
cottage 150 150 5.28 Land and build-
Beaver Mills ings 540 540 19.01
L. M. Stone lot 1000 1000 35.20 Brennan, Albert A.
Bernard, Mrs. J. M. Z. Brennan
Sevigney property 2000
Cottage Wilson Soldier exempt 1000 1000 35.20
Pond 850 850 29.92 Buckminster, W. W.
Blackman, Mrs. Anna 100a Huggins lot 400
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35a Wood lot 1000 Capron, Earl
16a Gary lot 35
|
1435 50.51 20a sprout land 300 300 10.56
Billiard, Marcus Carpenter, Earl R.
29a sprout lot 150
[
150 5 28 5a Robert Page
Buckley, Anna place 1500 1500 52.80
Lewis Cass Clark, Annie
place W. ,S. 1900
|
1900 66.88 Land and build-
Bloom, Oscar ings at W. S. 1200 1200 42.24
3a land and Clinton, Edith M.
buildings 600 Lots 52-70
22a sprout land 195 P. G. P. 140 140 4.93
3a sprout land 195 990 34.85 Chesterfield Lumber
Brinton, George K. Co.
Cottage Wilson Meadow land 45 45 1.58
pond 700 700 24.64 Cheshire Co. Savings
Brooks, Clarence W. Bank
Est. Louis Lapoint
2 cottages Wilson place 1400 1400 49.28
pond 1400 1400 49.28 Chabot, Albert L.
Beaudette, Alfred Lots 98-99 and
Shanty and lot buildings 950 950 33.44
Sylvan Way 100 100 3.52 Collier, Norman
Brown, Earl 20a wood lot 50 50 1.76
New cottage Cole, Frank A.
Wilson pond 2000 2000 70.40 105a Thompson
Butterfield, Mrs. Andy pasture 850
XA int. in Fitzgerald 100a Robinson
Est. 600 600 21.12 pasture 850
Boyer, O. 40a Fletcher lot 550
Blackmore house 700 700 24.64 55a Ruse lot 680 2930 103 . 14
Bergeron, Joseph S. Colony, Horatio Est.
Saben lot 135 135 4.75 15.74a Cochran lot
Buffum, Clifford 110.75a Hamblett lot
Sand 35 35 1.23 30.97a Dickinson lot
Cady, Alice M. 25.74a Hill D B C
Ben Bourn east side road
place 1400 1400 49.28 65.19a Hill D B C
Carkins, Charles S. west side road
Land 220 220 7.74 89.34a Williams
Carlton, Charles E. land 3 lots 18700 658.24
Sprout land 500 Colony, John J. &
Lots 36-38-44-35- Chas. T.
88 P. G. P. 325 825 29.04 38a black lead
Camp Jewell mine lot 265
Camp land and 40a adjoining
buildings, boats, mine lot 340 605 21.30
etc. Sparhawk Conn. River Power Co.
land 9100 9100 320.32 Power line 1500 1500 52.80
Capron, Mrs. Helen Congdon, Edith
Kill Kare Camp Cottage Swanzey











house 1550 1550 54.56
Carpenter, Bertha A.
Cottage P. G. P. 475 475 16.72
Colony, Lawrence
30a Wheeler lot 40 40 1.41
Cummings, Fred J.
Lot 61 North
Swanzey 70 70 2.46
Curtis, Herman
Cottage Wilson
pond 765 765 26.93
Crouch, Carrol
Cobum lot 400 400 14.08
Cray, E. P.
14 horses 2000 2000 70.40
Cox, Barnard
Cottage P. G. P. 150 150 5.28
Davis, Russell
Cottage Wilson
pond 500 500 17.60
Davis, Verna M.
John Stone
place 850 850 29.92
Derby, John W.
Cottage Swanzey
Lake 600 600 21.12
Dickinson, Lafell
100a Talbot lot 3300
Cottage at
lake 5500




Bemis land 135 1655 58.26
Dickinson, Ansel Sons
Holbrook lot 85
Wilcox lot 85 170 5.98
Dickinson, John

















62a Alcott lot 1100




y2 a Spring lot 100
15a Faulkner lot 195
72a Field lot 510
20a Cogswell lot 170




















P. G. P. 450
Soldier exempt 1000 1350
Emerson, H. L.












































2 lots and cottage
Swanzey Lake 800







Frazier, Fred & Son
Land and build-
ings 100
2a Wheeler land 65
Standing timber
on O'Brien's 300





















































































Lot 87 P. G. P. 70
Hamill, Mrs. Kate
30a meadow 500
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Holman, John E. 5 bill boards 270 270 9.50
3 lots and build- Keene City Club
ings Wilson Cottage Wilson
pond 1440 1440 50.69 pond 800 800 28.16
Holbrook, Wm. F. Kellom & Handy
Massey land 250 250 8.80 Oscar Field lot 60 60 2.11
Houghton, Mrs. A. G. Kirk, Walter
John Aro place 400 400 14.08 40a Howes
Hudson, John pasture 170
Cottage Wilson 11a Broulette lot 130
pond 1200 48a Gunn lot 450 750 26.40
Soldier exempt 1000 200 7.04 Lane, Fred E.
Jarvis, Libbie Susan Lane
Trombley place 400 400 14.08 place 1200
Jones, Miss E. A. Flat iron piece
Land on Sylvan land 170 1370 48.22
Way 45 45 1.58 Lane, Josephine E.
Jones, Anna Land and build-
D. Thompson ings 855 855 30.10
cottage 7650 7650 269.28 Laurant, Mrs. Eugenie
Jones, Arthur Cottage Wilson
Cottage Swanzey pond 1200 1200 42.24
Lake 3150 3150 110.88 Leland, Foster W.
Johnson, Harry H. Cottage Wilson
6a Edwards pond 1125 1125 39.60
mowing 340 340 11.97 Lovering, Forest C.
Johnson, Carl Lot 27 P. G. P. 70 70 2.46
Goldsmith place 100 100 3.52 Long, Victoria Morse
Jaquith, Forest Land and build-
2 lots Wilson ings 2100 2100 73.92
pond 315 315 11.09 Loveland, Mary E.
Judd, Jennie 50a Whitcomb lot
Lots 25- 28 (Prentice) 425 425 14.96
P. G. P. 140 140 4.93 Marsh, Alice
Keene Forestry Assn. Fields house 1235 1235 43.47
50a Fletcher Marsh, Doris &
land 1200 Marion
10a nursery land Metcalf land 400
& equipment 1600 Cottage Swanzey
15a Keene Park lake 1450 1850 65.12
Corporation 135 Maslin, Emily
11a Morse Page Home place 3400
land 250 Ballow cottage 850
Jewell land 250 Land at lake 180
Stebbins land 100 Pasture at
Lawrence land 500 Westport 255 4685 164.91
Jones land 200 4235 149.07 Marshall, Carl
Kelly, Agnes M. Furbush place 2800
Lots 77-79 Summer store 850
P. G. P. 140 140 4.93 8a Winchester
Keene Poster Adv. Co. lot 170 3820 134.46
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Meriborn, E. 135a Eames Snow
Cottage Wilson lot 8700
pond 600 600 21.12 113a Phillips lot 1300
McClarence, Henry 38a Carter Emery
Cottage Wilson lot 1300
pond 750 750 26.40 8a Oakman lot 350
Mayo, Wilber L. 91a Whitcomb
20a land Marcy Handy lot 850
Hill 75 75 2.64 35a Mt. Huggins
Melvin, James T. Blake lot 150
15a Derby place 400 76a Maslin Bliss
35a Rinta place 500 & Rice lot 200
22a Lancy place 300 23a Stearns Field
Woods cottage lot 125
P. G. P. 350 40a Cobble Field
Castor cottage lot 85
P. G. P. 350 1900 66.88 142a Furbush lot 400
Moore, Julius 43a Olcott lot 1900
5a land 115 115 4.05 121a Robbins
Moore, Gladys F. lot 11000
Building lot 76a Stanley
Swanzey lake 180 180 6.34 Winch lot 680
Munsell, Elisha Est. 80a Willis Mt.
Draper land 120 Huggins lot 168
Freeman land 425 545 19.18 110a H. E. &
MacLennan, Niel K. Mary Carter
Bullard place 2000 2000 70.40 lot 2000
Morreseau, E. L. 113a Atkinson lot 700
Land near Fisher land 300
Safford Park 90 90 3.17 Stratton house 1950
E. Murdock Co. Rockwell
115a Taft lot 3300 3300 116.16 property 900
Murphy, Lillian Timber on Hale
la land 50 50 1.76 lot 1000
Myers, Albert E. Hannifin
Land and build- lumber 6000
ings 1500 1500 52.80 Stock in tradel9581
Naramore, Mrs. Mills and ma-
Florence chinery 2700 64604 2274.06
Land and build- New England
ings 1O0O 1O0O 35.20 Woodenware Co.
Naramore, Leslie Storehouse
Bradley lot 90 90 3.17 W. S. 1000
New England Box Co. Land east of
87a Coombs lot 340 mill 400
122a Carter Bros. Stock in trade 500
lot 700 Mills and ma-
43a Faulkner lot 425 chinery 6000
21a Verry lot 100 40a Bigelow lot 100 8000 281.60
121a Wheeler Nims, Myron A.
Capron lot 700 Cottage Wilson
5J*
Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
pond 1000 1000 35.20 at Edgewood 225 225 7.92
Norcross, O. V. Putnam, Fred
Stock in trade 1200 Naramore lot 200 200 7.04
Mills and ma- Public Service Co.
chinery 700 1900 66.88 Transformers &
O'Brien, William H. Dis. System, 2
Cottage Wilson Electric Power
pond 1350 1350 47.52 Stations, 1 sub
O'Brien, Walter station, meters
House E. & transformers 150000 5280.00
Swanzey 760 760 26.75 Quimby, Florence I.
Page, Mrs. Frances C. Cottage Swanzey
Cottage Swanzey lake 900 900 31.68
lake 1000 1000 35.20 Ray, Henry
Palmer, Elmer 15a Lizzy Bullard
Merrick Worcester land 235 235 8.27
place 350 Read, Albert
Soldier exempt 350 120a Mclntyre
Pattern, Ivan A. lot 850 850 29.92
Evans place 1600 1600 56.32 Rehn, Carl S.
Pelletier, H. J. 2a Hall lot 135 135 4.75
Cottage Wilson Rivers, W. C.
pond 700 700 24.64 30a Mount |
Patterson, Jerry Homer lot 105 105 3.70
Sprout land 200 200 7.04 Robinson, Mrs. Clara
Peabody, Mrs. Everett Land near
Gove cottage town line 70 70 2.46
Wilson pond 900 900 31.68 Roberts, A. L.
Peterson, Mrs. Bertha Cottage Wilson
Cottage & lot pond 1500 1500 52.80
No. 5 Wilson Rubeor, Robert
pond 570 570 20.06 Cottage Swanzey
Phillips, Frank lake 1400 1400 49.28
Messier cottage 800 800 28.16 Rowe, Sidney
Pitcher, Grace W. Swanzey lake
Sprout land 310 310 10.91 Plats 720 720 25.34
Platts, Mrs. Geo. W. S. Rousseau, Octave J.
Cottage Swanzey Lots 42-43
lake 2250 Swanzey lake
Wood on Bolles Plats 180 180 6.34
lot 100 2350 82.72 Rockwell, Isabelle
Plitzner, Richard Cottage P. G. P. 425 425 14.96
Whipple cottage 250 250 8.80 Safford, L. W. Est.
Perkins, Melvin S. Pine lot 750 750 26.40
2 cottages Swanzey Scripture, Jennie
lake 2500 2500 88.00 Lot 42 P. G. P. 70 70 2.46
Perkins, Mrs. Melvin S. Sabolweski, Waslon
Lots 12-13-14 Part of Savage
Swanzey lake 335 335 11.79 farm 115 115 4.05
Proell, Albert K. Shea, Emma K.
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45a pine lot 865
Land and 2
cottages 1900
12a Marcy land 100
Sturtevant, Clifford
D. O. Fisher lot 35












































































116a Pond lot 855
Whitcomb, Carrie
4a land 500
la sprout land 25
Whitcomb, J. L. & F.
H.






10a Snow lot 215
15a Goddard lot 250
12a Trask
meadow 85





35a Goodnow lot 115
25a Lebourveau
lot 425























Name Valu- Total Name Valu- Total
and Description ation Tax and Description ation Tax
5a Rand lot 75 82.3 Capron 1100
6a Spring lot 20 97.6a Cary &
30a Holmes lot Hutchins 1850
and school 41.7a A. Davis 610
house 425 8500 299.20 78a Hills 2040
Whitney, Vernon 40.9a Perham 1615
Land and build- 52a swamp 775
ings 2325 38a Seeley 550
Mead lot 620 2945 103.66 174.1a Whitcomb
Wilder, Sidney 1910
21a land and 50a Worcester 1895





pond 1620 1620 57.02 48a Kirk Morse 200
Whipple, Fred I. 94a Buckminster
Lot Wilson 1910
pond 135 135 4.75 21.3a Colony 105
Whitcomb, Martha 41.3a Fairfield 400
& Walter 50.3a Hill-
Wyman Goodell Goodwin 1950
place 650 650 22.88 7a Hutchins 255
Wool, P. G. 39a Robinson
Lot 36 East Fisher 1555
Swanzey Lake 80 80 2.82 49a Handy 1275
Woods, Mrs. Frank 16a Butler
Brooks cottage 720 place 1400
Jaquith cottage 1000 34a Porter 200 24070 847.26
Unfinished Socony Vacuum Oil
cottage 180 Co.
Unfinished 23 gas pumps
cottage 180 2080 73.12 and tanks 1575 1575 55.44
Woods, Mr. and Mrs. Gulf Oil Corp.
Frank 5 gas pumps
Antoine Martin and tanks 375 375 13.20
cottage 720 720 25.34 Cheshire Oil Co.
Winchester, Town 8 gas pumps
Gunn land 100 100 3.52 and tanks 600 600 21.12
Wyman, Clarence Texaco Oil Co.
Wilson Recreation 4 pumps and
Park 7500 tanks 300 300 10.56
Harris Grove 1000 Shell Union Oil Corp.
Lot 54 P. G. P. 70 8570 301.66 2 pumps and
Zipp, Clarence S. tanks 150 150 5.28
Winch place 3100 3100 109.12 Tide Water Oil Co
Yale University 5 pumps and
48.7a Bidwell & tanks 500 500 17.60
Gale 850 Sunoco Oil Co.
25.1a Blake east 255 4 pumps and
16.2a Blake west 170 tanks 300 300 10.56
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Abare, Henry J. 1 $0.51 Blake, Ralph 2 15.08
Adams, George E. 2 3.53 Bolles, Henry R. 2.58
Adams, Harold J. 1 6.62 Bolles, Mary A. 14.36
Aldrich, Francis H. 2 11.90 Bolles, Noyes J. 7.31
Aldrich, Seth L. 1 1.65 Bolt, Charles J. 1.49
Allan, John 1 8.94 Bourne, Esther 5.81
Allan, Pearl 2 6.66 Bourne, Jennie 2.03
Allen, Charles O. 1 1.64 Bourne, Oscar E. 9.47
Anstey, Minnie W. 1 1.23 Boyea, Cleon E. 2.25
Applin, C. L. 2 16.08 Brackett, Grace M. 10.14
Atwood, Katherine B. 1 2.99 Bradley, Homer S. 9.30
Austin, Howard 2 2.93 Brewer, William 2 2.09
Austin, Stanley C. 1 .30 Bridge, Roland 2 2.08
Avery, Charles E. 1 2.18 Brooks, John U. 1 3.00
Aylward, Rita 1 10.63 Brown, Archie 2 8.07
Badger, Milton B. 2 7.61 Brown, Fred R. 2 4.10
Ballou, Charles H. 3 17.22 Brown, Gordon K. 3 26.56
Ballou, Earl M. 2 3.20 Brown, Harry 4 5.78
Ballou, Ebba L. 2 8.16 Brown, Kenneth 1 3.89
Ballou, Mr. & Mrs. E. P. 1 10.46 Brown, Sumner E. 3 24.24
Ballou, Edith A. 1 2.54 Buchanan. Clarence B. 2 9.47
Ballou, George L. 1 2.30 Buffum, Nellie E. 1 1.76
Ballou, Willis G. 1 1.35 Burgin. Gladys 1 4.46
Barden, Donald A. 2 4.10 Burt, Lillian B. 1 7.68
Bardwell, Lydia M. 1 1.70 Bussiere, Leo R. 1 5.04
Bardwell, Mae E. 2 5.66 Bussiere. Niel 1 2.03
Bardwell, Oscar C. 1 1.61 Campbell, Robert A. 1 1.70
Bardwell, Raymond 1 1.50 Cantlin, Bernice 1 2.87
Bartlett, Helena 1 2.09 Cantlin, Doris E. 1 1.74
Barton, Elmer 3 13.26 Carlton, Mark H. 2 10.41
Barton, Harold J. 2 5.42 Chamberlain, Elwyn 2 3.11
Beal, Royal 1 1.58 Chapman, Cleo A. 1 .58
Bedaw, Wm. J. 1 1.79 Chickering, Carroll H. 1 6.26
BeDorr, George H. 2 8.16 Chickering, Grace 1 2.03
Belding, Florence T. 1 1.88 Christopherson, Jennie E. 2 2.99
Belding, L. L. 2 1.86 Christopherson, W. L. 4 8.47
Belding, Minnie M. 1 .60 Clark, A. C. Co. Inc. 2 1.79
Bemis, Chester L. 2 5.09 Clark, Carl C. 1 2.03
Bemis, Wesley E. 1 1.38 Clark, Reginald 1 3.59
Bingham, Lester H. 2 4.19 Cleveland, D. M. 2 1.57
Bishop, Lydia 1 1.83 Cleverly, Walter A. 1 1.91
Blackmore, Ernest A. 2 1.79 Cleverly, Walter A. Jr. 2 1.20
Blair, James W. 3 14.71 Cobb, Theodore 1 3.57
Blair, Martha A. 1 4.59 Cobb, Mr. & Mrs. W. C. 1 8.33
Blake, Harold D. 1 2.57 Cole, Bertie L. 2 3.07
Blake, Oscar W. l| 3.43 Cole, Leslie P. 1 1.79
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Coleman, Lewis S. 2.99 Ellery, Lawrence 4 14.49
Collier, Frank 1.13 ElJery, Vera 1 6.90
Collier, Milo B. 4.01 Ellis, John H. M. 1 1.92
Columbus, Alexander Jr. 1.49 Emerson, Cleon L. 2 11.33
Conant, C. Tyler 2.98 Emerson, Perley J. 2 7.16
Conboy, John E. 1.49 Emery, Edgar C. 1 2.39
Conboy, Susie H. 1.49 Emery, Forest H. 1 1.49
Cornwell, "Floyd A. 9.44 Emery, Leon B. 1 2.66
Cornwell. Paul E. 1.50 Emery, Norris C. 2 10.29
Cornwell, Robert P. 4.70 Enderson, Homer 1 1.50
Culver, Arthur 2.99 Fantt, Amanda 1 1.86
Cummings, Edith I. 9.06 Fassett, Lester H. 1 1.79
Cummings, Hattie J. 3.93 Fassett, Warren H. 2 10.37
Cunningham, Francis 3 9.28 Faulkner, Lester 1 2.54
Cuthbert, George R. 5.18 Ferris, William E. 2 1.68
Daniel, Albert 2.21 Field, Frank 2 3.99
Davis, Alvin E. 1.55 Fisher, Moran E. 2 2.95
Davis, Francis E. 1.70 Fitzgerald, Dora B. 1 1.77
Davis, Sylvia M. 2.24 Forsyth, Chester R. 1 1.70
Day, Minnie E. 3.73 Forsyth, Morris 4 9.40
Dearing, Ernest 8.84 Foster, Leslie L. 2 2.74
DeBell, Arthur M. 2.93 Frazier, Alfred C. 1 2.03
Denico, Lucius J. 11.31 Freeman, Henry L. 2 14.64
Denico, Royal R. 2 1.50 Freihofer, Charles 1 3.95
Denico, Wm. J. 2 13.86 French, Arthur F. 1 2.54
Denico, Woodrow W. 2 11.33 Frieze, Anna H. 1 3.75
DeRosier, Mary L. 1.70 Frieze, Charlotte 1 3.11
Dickinson, Esther 2.95 G-amash, Wm. E. 1 2.24
Dickinson, M. A. Est. 4.76 Gionet, Edward E. 1 2.03
Dix, Morgan H. 6.62 Gomarlo, Stanley J. 1 1.70
Doucette, Ralph E. 1.25 Goodale, Robert 2 2.75
Dowd Bros. 4 25.50 Goodblood, Fred J. 1 1.70
Downing, Arlon R. 5.90 Goodell, Barbara 1 1.79
DuBois, Joseph 4.59 Goodell, Carroll E. 2 11.65
Dudley, Arthur R. 6.50 Goodell, Clifford H. 1 6.12
Dunham, Ernest C. 3.29 Goodell, Harry W. 2 12.50
Dunham, Harry L. 5.58 Goodell, Maurice 1 1.77
Dunham, May 8.34 Goodell, Morton A. 2 12.58
Dunn, Charles E. 1.79 Goodell, Philip W. 1 1.49
Dunn, Katherine F. 2 2.69 Goodell, Reginald L. 1 1.50
Dunn, Madeline 3 6.39 Goodnow, George L. 2 8.50
Dupee, Stephen A. 2 14.64 Granger, Wm. R. 1 5.96
Durant, Clesson 1 4.25 Grant, A. D. 1 6.75
Durham, Clarence J. 1 1.61 Gray, Christopher 1 1.64
Durham, John 1 3.38 Grogan, Kenneth 1 2.21
Earle, Raymond 2 1.91 Grogan, Melinda M. 1 5.70
Eastman, Wm. H. 2 11.31 Grover, Edwin E. 1 1.38
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Grover, Robert 1 1.47 Houghton, Jerome 2 3.18
Guyette, Donald C. 1 1.95 Howard, S. M. 2 4.70
Guyette, George E. 1 4.59 Hoyt, Minnie M. 2.54
Guyette, Joseph Jr. 1 2.39 Huckins, Hazel Z. 2.03
Guyette, Joseph I. 2 9.89 Hunt, E. C. 1.56
Guymond, Alfred C. 2 11.56 Hunt, Roger W. 1.65
Hackler, Myrtie S. 1 1.70 Ide, Pearl W. 2.09
Hale, Mr. & Mrs. John 2 10.18 Jackson, Frank 2.87
Hale, Mrs. Walter 2 4.50 James, George E. 2.25
Hall, Wm. C. 1 8.76 James, George H. 2.99
Handy, Arthur 1 7.62 Jardine, David C. 1.79
Handy, Frank E. 1 1.70 Jardine, James 2.30
Handy, Iva L. 1 1.47 Jardine, Mary E. 1.80
Handy, Percy C. 1 3.11 Jefts, Russell W. 1.75
Hanna, Charles R. 1 7.20 Johnson, Arthur L. 1.38
Hanna, Edward J. Jr. 2 7.86 Johnson, Harold R. 10.54
Hanna, Edward J. 1 7.98 Johnson, Raymond 1.79
Hanrahan, James 2 2.71 Johnson, Walter B. 1.50
Hanrahan, John J. 1 11.22 Jordan, Clement L. 1.49
Hanrahan, Martin C. 1 2.21 Joseph, Samuel 5.62
Hanrahan, Walter F. 1 1.46 Keith, C. Elmer 3.44
Harris, F. Josephine 1 5.90 Kelley, Carl C. 1.68
Harris, J. Franklin 1 7.26 Kempton, G. A. 2.21
Harvey, Donald R. 1 7.26 Kendall, Will H. 2.03
Harvey, Julia M. 1 2.21 Kendrick, Herbert W. 6.73
Havenstein, Arnold 2 4.37 Kenney, Chester .80
Heath, Eldon 2 7.80 Kenney, George F. 1.79
Heath, Ralph E. 2 3.73 Kenney, Gertrude F. 2 11.07
Hebert, Ellen A. 1 2.25 Kenney, Harlan A. 2 3.20
Henchy, Stephen 1 2.24 Kenney, John L. 2 1.97
Henwood, George W. 2 9.10 Kenney, Mary J. 1 3.96
Heselton, Ernest E. 1 1.73 Kenney, Rose 2 2.21
Heselton, Florence P. 1 2.09 Kercewich, Peter .93
Hewes, Charles I. 1 1.94 Kerr, Archibald 6.42
Higgins, Frank M. 1 7.80 Kershaw, Helen M. 5.85
Higgins, George C. 2 11.31 Kershaw, Joseph 1.62
Hill, E. A. 1 1.19 Kibbee, Leslie M. 3.51
Hill, John H. 1 1.45 Kingsbury, Earl 1.89
Hills, Clifton Jr. 1 5.85 Kingsbury, Harry 1.47
Hills, H. Clifton N. 1 4.59 Kingsbury, Otis T. 2.87
Holbrook, George M. D. 1 4.49 Labelle, Lillian B. 2.40
Holbrook, Herbert E. 1 5.00 Labelle, Wm. J. 1.86
Holbrook, Louis M. 2 1.70 LaBounty, Joseph W. 1.64
Holbrook, Peter W. 1 5.18 Lacharite, Elceide 6.59
Homestead Woolen Mills 5 21.99 Laffond, Frederick 2.99
Hopkins, A. W. 3 19.94 Laffond, Margaret 3.96
Hopkins, Frank A. 1 2.54 Lambert, Wilfred L. 1.49
Hornig, George H. 2 15.05 Lamoureaux, George J. 1.70
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Lancey, Ernest L. 2 2.03 Miller, Jane E. Est. 2 24.23
Lancey, William A. 1 2.93 Miller, Leo J. 2 1.65
Lane, Chester L. 5 33.68 Moore, Charles E. 2 9.12
Lane, Howard E. 2 3.29 Moore, Frank L. 2 2.24
Lane, Kenneth P. 2 4.19 Morris, Russell A. 3 6.24
Lane, Raymond L. 3 3.49 Morse, Rilla M. 1 3.89
Lane, Russell E. 1.77 Morse, Roland M. 1 2.24
Lang, Carroll G. 1.58 Mosher, Wm. L. 1 2.21
LaPlante, Ernest P. 2.09 Murray, Louis N. 1 1.79
Lawrence, Charles H. 35.03 Nash, Don O. 2 3.47
Lawrence, Herbert 1.94 Nash, Eddie A. 2 2.99
Lawrence, Wm. 1.64 Nash, Raymond D. 1 3.06
LeMieur, Clifton G. 1.47 Nash, William E. 1 6.98
Leonard, Clesson W. 2.99 Newell, James G. 2 3.31
Lewis, Carl 1.59 N. E. Box. Co. 1 8.76
Lewis, Harold 4.25 Newstead, George F. 1 3.99
Lewis, Lulu E. 3.08 Nichols, Theodore 1 2.21
Lewis, Walter 2.60 Nikiforakis, George P. 3 4.63
Lincoln, Leroy F. 3.90 Nims, Everett M. 1 1.37
Little, Peter J. .93 Oakman, Frank B. 2 8.87
Long, Lemuel F. 7.68 Oakman, Robert W. 1 2.18
Lorette, Joseph 2.63 Oakman, Walter F. 1 2.55
Lounder, Arthur 1.65 O'Brien, Carl 4 13.17
Lounder, Harold 1.61 O'Brien, Leon O. 3 5.12
Lounder, Wm. W. 2.54 Olsson, Nils O. 1 8.34
Lowell, Carl A. 1.61 Page, Kendall 1 5.10
Lowney, James C. 4.49 Page, Mrs. Leander 1 3.41
Lysett, Morrison W. 4.19 Page, Leander Jr. 1 2.79
MacLennan, Neil K. 1.64 Page, Leander 4 22.67
Magee, Homer J. 2.03 Page, Wendell 1 2.88
Maguire, Leila 1.76 Paquette, Neree 1 1.45
Manning, Donald C. 8.42 Parker, Ralph J. 2 10.62
Marden, Everett L. 2.84 Patnode, Charles 2 11.39
Marsh, Chester L. 2.87 Patnode, Emma L. 1 1.20
Marsh, George 1.76 Patnode, Joseph A. Jr. 2 2.81
Marshall, Ray F. 2.80 Patnode, Joseph 1 3.90
Martin, Harold D. 2.93 Patnode, Victor 1 2.39
Martin, Leon W. 2.29 Pearson, H. D. 3 21.59
Martin, Russell L. 1.95 Peltier, Lester 2 11.05
Maslin, Charles 2.39 Perham, Mrs. Fred I. 1 6.08
McCullough, Charles 1.58 Perham, Fred I 1 6.00
McGrath, Fred T. 4.63 Perreault, Ludger 1 3.89
Meader, Herbert 3.44 Perry, Arthur B. 2 9.17
Melville, John T. 1.49 Perry, David M. 1 4.59
Metcalf, May F. 1.49 Perry, Harry E. 1 1.65
Metevier, Almanzor 6.12 Perry, Herman H. 3 17.19
Miller, Charles H. 1.58 Perry, Pauline K. 1 7.26






































































































Ruffle, Wm. J. l"
Russell, George T. 2
Rutter, Bessie B. 1
Rutter, F. Whitman 2
Ryan, Wm. E. 2
Safford, Franklin E. 2
Sanderson, Nathan D. 1
Savory, Lillian E. 1
Schnyer, George E. 1
Scribner, Ivan L. 2
Sears, Charles M. 1
Shover, John H. 1
Shover, Perley J. 1
Small, E. P. 2
Smith, Arthur L. 1
Smith, Earl F. 2
Smith, Gertrude D. 1
Smith, Halsey 1
Smith, John D. 1
Smith, Myrtie A. 1
Smith, Ralph H. 1
Smyth, Cassius 2
Snelling, Everett A. 1
Soucisse, Frederick 2
Spring, Rolland 3
Starkey, Gladys E. 1
Stevenson, Elliot 2
St. Jean, Ida 2
Stickney, Ida V. 1
Stoddard, Etta M. 1
Stone, Clarence D. 1
Stone, D. S. 3
Stone, Howard H. 2
Stoodley, Roland V. 2
Story, Fred D. 1
Stowell, Albert 2
Stowell, C. Ivan 1
Stratton, Beatrice C. 1
Stratton, George M. 1
Streeter, Harry 1
Struthers, Clifford 1
Sullivan, Maurice B. 1
Swanzey Dist. Nurse Assn. 1
Sweeney, Orlo 1
Sweeney, Roger W. 3
Sweeney, Waldo F. 1
Tacy, Harry F. 2
Taft, Harold 1
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Talbot, Gladys 1.59 Whitcomb, Cecil I. 1 6.54
Talbot Grovesnor 1.73 Whitcomb, Edna C. 1 8.39
Talbot, Lyle E. 1.74 Whitcomb, G. E. Jr. 5 31.07
Talbot, Paul E. 8.34 Whitcomb, Ida C. 2 8.51
Talbot, Russell J. 1.55 Whitcomb, Nellie M. 1 1.64
Taliaferro, William C. 3.59 Whitcomb, Otis L. 1 2.81
Tatro, Ernest .15 Whitcomb, Ruby F. 1 2.54
Taylor, Allan H. 5.90 Whitcomb, Willard T. 1 5.99
Taylor, Carl W. 2.99 White, Grover C. 2 3.82
Taylor, Charles W. 2.81 Whittemore, Clarence C. 2 2.30
Taylor, George R. 2.97 Whittemore, David L. 1 1.79
Thayer, Leon H. 8.64 Whittemore, E. Clark 1 1.49
Thompson, A. F. 4.40 Whittemore & O'Brien 1 8.08
Thompson, Wesley C. 2.66 Wilber, Morris W. 5 15.75
Thompson, Willard 1.95 Wilber, Weston W. 2 7.18
Thomsen, Carl F. 2.39 Wilcox, Allen C. 2 13.86
Thrasher, Chester L. 7.11 Wilder, Norman A. 1 2.48
Thrasher, Cora L. 5.90 Wilder, S. J. 1 1.71
Thrasher, Norman A. 2.83 Willard, Henry E. 1 3.89
Todd, Louise 3.66 Willard, Samuel Jr. 1 2.03
Tolman, Gerald H. 5.22 Willette, Clarence 2 2.18
Tolman, Raymond 4.37 Williams, Mary C. 1 2.89
Tolman, Savilla R. 2.03 Willis, Russell 1 .55
Trask, Walter H. 3.83 Wilson, Frank D. 2 3.75
Travis, Russell L. 1.64 Wilson, Ruth 1 1.96
Trombley, Clarence J. 1.88 Winn, Harold C. 2 6.17
Twitchell, Forest 1.80 Winn, Lester 2 7.20
Twitchell, Olan O. 7.98 Winn, Samuel E. 2 6.24
Underwood, Frank G. 9.12 Wood, Alois A. 2 2.81
Underwood, Frank H. 2.93 Wood, Fay 2 2.87
Underwood, Helen 1.38 Wood, Jesse 2.67
Underwood, Karl F. 2.88 Woods, Mabel I. 1.70
Underwood, Philip G. 10.12 Woods, Robert E. 2.25
Vassar, H. E. 8.06 Woods, Ruby J. 3.26
Vincent, Anna L. 6.96 Woodward, Cecil 2.03
Vincent, Ralph 13.52 Woodward, Dorothy E. 1.35
Ward, Emmett .96 Woodward, Leon A. 2.95
Ward, Harley Y. 13.18 Worcester, A. M. 4.55
Warner, William S. .88 Worcester, C. F. 5.02
Wathzer, Tyko A. 2.08 Worcester, Harry A. 9.12
Wesley, George 8.50 Worster, George W. 3.73
Westcott, Merle .29 Wright, Dorothy 3.65
Wetmore, Gus 12.69 Wright, James 2 6.12
Wheeler, Louis D. Jr. 1.55 Wright, Kenneth K. 3 12.81
Wheeler, Ruth H. 1.76 Wyman, Ellis H. 2 10.91
Wheeler & Taylor 5 27.17 Yost, Theron L. 2 12.16
Whipple, Erwin G. 2 9.01 Zidockas, Joseph 1 4.79
Whipple, Myrtle L. 2 6.54
62
No town tax paid on the following out of town transfers
:
Dixon, Leonard, 1
Total number of vehicles, 837
Total tax, $2,837.06
Total amount rendered Dec. 31, 1937, $2,837.06
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Laffcnd, Frederick Rixford, Arthur
Lambert, Wilfred Roalf, David
Lancey, Ernest 1 Robbins, George
Lane, C. L. Rollins, William
Lane, Kenneth Rutter, F. Whitman
Lane, Raymond Safford, Perley F.
Lawrence, Charles Schnyer, George H.
LeMieur, Clifton G. Scribner, Ivan L.
Leonard, Ray Sears, Charles
Lewis, Fred Small, Edgar S. 1
Little, Joseph Smith, Arthur
Lowell, Carl Smith, Clarence
Lysett, William Smith, Clifford C.
Martin, Harold Smith, John D.
Maslin, Charles Snelling, Ruth 1
McCullough, Charles Stone, P. G.
Metevier, A. J. Stowell, Robert
Metevier, L. J. Swan, Grace
Moore, Charles Talbot, Paul
Morris, Bernice Taylor, Carl Jr.
Myers, Jennie E. * Thompson, A. F. 1
Nallett, Joseph Thrasher, C. L.
Nash, Bay E. Thrasher, C. S.
Nash, William Todd, Clarence
Newell, James G. Tolman, Gerald
Nikiforakis, George Tolman, W. R.
Oakman, Frank B. Trombley, Clarence
O'Brien, Carl Twitchell, F. J.
Olmstead, Wesley Twitchell, O. D.
Packard, Carl L. Twitchell, W. J.
Page, Leander Tyo, Mary E.
Parker, Ralph J. 2 Underwood, Frank E.
Patnode, Charles 2 Underwood, Frank H.
Patnode, Fred 1 Wetmore, Gus
Patnode, Joseph 2 1 Wheeler, M. B.
Pearson, Harry D. 2 Wheeler & Taylor
Perry, Harry 1 Whipple, Myrtle
Perry, H. H. Whitcomb, Otis
Pickett, Forest Whittemore, Harriet
Poor, Walter M. Whittemore, Hermon
Pratt, Edward L. Wilber, Mabel
Pratt, John B. Wood, Leon E.
Ramsay, Chester F. Worcester, C. F. 1
Ramsdell, Bertha i- Worster, George 1
Read, Karl Wright, Dorothy
Rice, Fred Wyman, Ellis
Rice, George Yost, Theron
Ridley, Kenneth
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
ESTIMATES OP REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES FOR
THE ENSUING YEAR FEB. 1, 1938 TO JAN. 31, 1939
COMPARED WITH
ACTUAL REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES OF THE












Interest and dividends tax, $3,333 05 $3,340 00
Insurance tax, 63 00 63 00
Railroad tax, 319 80 319 80
Savings bank tax, 390 30 390 30
For fighting forest fires, 30 45
59 00 50 00
240 00 250 00
2,715 55 2,615 55
From local sources except taxes
:
Business licenses and permits,
Rent of town hall and other buildings,
Motor vehicle permit fees,
From local taxes other than prop-
erty taxes:
(a) Poll taxes, 1,910 00 1,910 00





Year 1937 Year 1938
Cash on hand, 2,832 26
Total revenues from all sources except
property taxes, $11,982 41 $8,965 28
Amount to be raised by property taxes, 58,112 80












Election and registration expenses,
Expenses town hall and other town bldgs.,











General expenses of highway department,
Oiling town roads, 3,850 11 4,000 00
Libraries
:








Memorial Day and other celebrations,
Aid to soldiers and their families,
$1,959 75 $2,000 00
1,190 31 1,200 00
80 00
460 28 400 00
166 50 200 00
4,082 83 3,000 00
318 00 200 00
33 00 25 00
3,797 76 3,000 00
2,556 63 2,700 00
379 11 300 00
3,413 54 3,000 00
1,052 74 1,200 00
1,500 00 1,300 00
100 00 100 00











On long term notes,
On principal of trust funds used by town,













Payment on principal of debt
(b) Long term notes,















314 91 280 00
724 46 700 00
332 20 332 20






2,648 42 2,000 00
4,192 00 3,000 00
4,598 98 4,698 00
1,005 67 2,000 00
19,726 10 25,000 00
Total expenditures, $65,715 07 $64,716 20
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FINANCIAL REPORT
OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY
IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
For the Year Ended January 31, 1938
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this re-
port was taken from official records and is complete to the best








Having examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Town
Clerk, Town Treasurer, Tax Collector, Trustees of Trust Funds







In hands of treasurer (Do not include
sinking funds), $2,832 26
In hands of officials, 91 49 $2,923 75





Due from county, 5 00
Uncollected taxes :
(a) Levy of 1937, 5,812 16
(b) Levy of 1936, 352 42 6,164 58
Total assets, $9,110 73
Excess of liabilities over assets (Net Debt)
>
21,057 39
Grand total, $30,168 12
Net debt, January 31, 1937, 23,119 60
Net debt, January 31, 1938, 21,057 39
Decrease of debt, 2,062 21
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LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by the town:
Due to school districts:
(a) Dog licenses, $386 12
(b) Balance of appropriation, 9,782 00 $10,168 12
Long term notes outstanding
:
Serial notes, Trustees of Trust Funds, 11,695 00
Trust funds, amount of principal
used by town:
Cemetery trust funds, 8,305 00
Total liabilities, $30,168 12







Taxes found by collector, $370 31
Total taxes committed to
collector, 1937, 58,048 65
Less discounts and abate-
ments, 1937, 218 88
Less uncollected, 1937, 5,812 16
1. Property taxes, current year,
actually collected,
2. Poll taxes, current year,
actually collected,




Total of current year's collections,
4. Property and poll taxes, pre-





7. Reimbursement for town poor
—
soldiers' aid, $614 35
8. Interest and dividend tax, 3,333 05
9. Insurance tax, 63 00
10. Railroad tax, 319 80
11. Savings bank tax, 390 30
12. B. & M. R. R. fire, 13 50
13. Fighting forest fires, 16 95
From local sources, except taxes
17. Dog licenses,
18. Business licenses and permits,






20. Rent of town property, 20 00
767 00
27. Registration of motor vehicles,
1937 permits, $2,715 55
2,715 55
Total current revenue reports, $65,524 72
Receipts other than current revenue
:
29. Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year,
30. Long term notes during 3rear,
34. Refund, overpayment Public Service
Co.,
38. Grants from U. S. A.,
Precinct tax,
Sale of minor property,
Balance of Memorial Day appro.










Total receipts other than current revenue, $98,236 76
Total receipts from all sources, $98,236 76
Cash on hand February 1, 1937, 2,832 26





1. Town officers' salaries, $1,959 75
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2. Town officers' expenses,
4. Whitcomb hall,










Protection of persons and property





























81 88 8,209 90
127 00
hospitals, 318 00
Vital statistics, 33 00 478 00
Highways and bridges
:
Winter roads, 989 19
Oiling town roads, 3,850 11
Town maintenance, 3,797 76
Street lighting, 2,556 63
General expenses of highway









23. Aid to G. A. R. Memorial Day
exercises, 100 00
24. Aid to soldiers and their families, 357 46
Recreation
:
25. Parks and playgrounds, including
band concerts, 377 80
Public service enterprises
:
28. Cemeteries, 259 13
District nurse, 1,500 00 1,759 13
Interest
:
32. Paid on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes, 314 91
33. Paid on long term notes, 724 46
35. Paid on principal of trust funds
used by towns, 332 20 1,371 57
Outlay for new construction and
permanent improvements
:
36. Highways and bridges—state aid
aid construction, 2,424 00
37. Bridge, (state aid), 1,178 44
39. Center road, 1,081 09
40. Mathews road, 725 94
41. Lewis bridge, 296 66
42. Railing on end of bridge W. S., 88 90
43. Talbot hill, 336 25
44. Water tubs, 9 00 6,140 28
Indebtedness
:
45. Payments on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes, 26,000 00
46. Payments on long term notes, 4,800 00
47. Town debt, 2,648 42 33,448 42
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Payments to other governmental
divisions
:
51. Taxes paid to state,
52. Taxes paid to county,
53. Payments to precincts,
54. Payments to school districts,
Total payments for all purposes,





19,726 10 29,522 75
$97,907 83
3,161 19
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION
1. Town hall, lands and buildings,
Furniture and equipment,
2. Libraries, lands and buildings,
Furniture and equipment,
4. Fire department, lands and buildings,
Equipment,
5. Highway department, lands and buildings,
Equipment,
6. Parks, commons and playgrounds,






















































A. F. Thompson, auditor,
C. L. Lane, selectman,
E. J. Hanna, selectman,
H. H. Perry, selectman,
Helen Puffer, clerk,
Helen Puffer, clerk, bal. 1936 salary,
George Goodnow, sexton,
William R. Granger collector, 1936 tax,
William R. Granger, collector, 1937 tax,
















































Mary Hanna, writing inventories,
E. J. Hanna, expenses,
E. J. Hanna, relief work,
H. H. Perry, mileage and book work,
Postage on inventories,
Edson C. Eastman, supplies,
Sentinel Printing reports,
C. L. Lane, mileage,
Insurance on tool shed,
Treasurer's expenses,
Orville E. Cain, legal services,
Tax book,
A. M. Worcester, looking after dump fire,
Total,
WHITCOMB HALL
Insurance on Whitcomb hall,
Public Service Co. of N. H., lights,
F. B. Oakman, supplies,
Milan Whittemore, janitor,
Clarence Whittemore, repairs,

































Henry & Johnson, repairs,




A. R. Downing, janitor,
Public Service Co., lights,




George Schnyer, police duty,
Harry Worcester, police duty,
Wiliam Bishop, police duty,
Milan Whittemore, police duty,
Frank Jackson, police duty,





C. L. Lane, paid bounties on hedgehogs,
E. J. Hanna, paid bounties on hedgehogs,
H. H. Perry, paid bounities on hedgehogs,
Total,
STREET LIGHTING
Public Service Co. of N. H.,
DAMAGE BY DOGS
Harry Worcester, collecting dog licenses,

































Harry Worcester, hens killed by dogs,
Edson C. Eastman Co., tags and licenses,
Chase 's Book Store, licenses and blanks,
Total, $81 88
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
A. W. Hopkins, M. D., $318 00
VITAL STATISTICS
A. W. Hopkins, certificates, births and deaths,
Helen Puffer, clerk, certificates, births and deaths,
Rev. Archibald Kerr reporting marriages,
Total, $33 00
WEST SWANZEY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Public Service Co., lights,
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone,
Bay Nash, chimney fires,
Boston Hose & Rubber Co., hose,
W. V. Toomey & Co., fire hydrant,
O. C. Nash, labor and supplies,
Bay Nash, fire drill,
Public Service Co., repairs on pump,
W. V. Toomey & Co., repairs at fire station,
Bay Nash, roll call,
Chimney fires,
M. B. Shoults, gas and oil,
W. Jardine, care of fire truck,
C. E. Smith, work on water pipe,
Printing cards and billheads,
Arthur Blanchard Co., supplies,
Tire for truck,























Mark Carlton, forest fires,
Total,
CHAMPION ENGINE COMPANY
Leon Marsh, janitor and labor,
Public Service Co., lights,
Edwin Ridley, chimney fires,
Spencer Hardware Co., supplies,
Goodell's Garage, supplies,
C. L. Lane, wood,
Sargent Motor Co., supplies,
Nims Plumbing Co., supplies,
Nelson Mill fire,
Tryout,
Leon Marsh, drawing wood,
C. L. Lane, supplies,
Rice fire,
Lane Mill and Ridley fires,
City of Keene, Lane mill fire,
Kenneth Ridley, rent of fire station,
Boston Woven Hose & Rubber Co., hose,
Frazier & Sons, wood and moving telephone,
Roll call,
O. P. Stone, Fireman Association dues,
Whittemore & O'Brien, supplies,
Arthur Blanchard Co., supplies,
Total,
SWANZEY CHEMICAL COMPANY
City of Keene, C. D. Pollard fire,
Public Service Co., power for siren,
A. R. Downing, janitor, coal and supplies,
































Bouffard and race track fires, 35 00
Hewett fire, 10 00
Mclntyre fire, 25 00
Oscar P. Stone, Firemen Association dues, 12 50
Lane Mill fire, 47 25
Goodell's Garage, gas, 76
Lawrence fire, 16 30
City of Keene, Lawrence fire, 25 00
C. F. Worcester, Mclntyre, Bouffard and Lawrence fires, 25 50
American-La France Co., supplies, 6 88
American Fire Equipment Co., supplies, 13 77
Hathorn's Garage and Auto Parts, supplies, 5 00
John Melville, gas, 1 00
Roll call and chimney fires, 113 00
City of Keene, Joseph and Lawrence fires, 20 00
Total,
Mason Insurance Agency, insurance of all firemen,
WINTER ROADS
E. L. Pratt, shoveling snow,
L. R. Roscoe, shoveling snow,
Spencer Hardware Co., bolts for plow,
Charles Cornwell, work on plow,
Gus Wetmore, plowing snow and sanding,
H. H. Perry, sanding,
J. I. Guyette, plowing snow,
Ralph Blake and men, plowing snow and sanding,
George Higgins, plowing snow and sanding,
Total, $989 22
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Public Service Co., lights, Richardson park, $45 80
Henry Johnson, supplies and repairs on roof, 6 13













C. L. Lane, lumber,
E. J. Hanna, paid for mowing lawn,
Henry Johnson, caretaker, Richardson park,
Pearson Bros., supplies,
Goodell's Garage, supplies,
A. M. Worcester, cleaning and mowing common,
Spencer Hardware Co., supplies.
Total,
Old Home Day appropriation,
Frank Hopkins, committee,
OILING TOWN ROADS
Trimount Products Co., oil, 1936,
Trimount Products Co., oil, Goodell Ave.,
Ralph Blake, work on Goodell Ave.,
Trimount Products Co., oil, Brown's road,
George Higgins and men, work on Brown's road,
Gus Wetmore, work on Mathews road,
Oil for Mathews road,
Leon Wright and men, labor at time of oiling,
Cold patch,
Total,
GENERAL EXPENSE OF HIGHWAY
Nils Hansson, repairs on snow plow,
M. S. Perkins, repairs on snow plow,
Salt for culverts,
Cutting tree in street,
Bridge plank,
Carting gravel on Mr. Fox road,
Painting R. R. signs,
Repairs on West Swanzey bridge,
The Barrett Company, tarvia,










































Returned to town treasurer,
DISTRICT NURSE
Appropriation,
Mrs. Annie Frieze, treasurer,
LIBRARIES
Appropriation, Stratton Free library,
Appropriation, Swanzey Community House library,
AID TO TRAMPS
J. I. Guyette, wood, tramp house,
J. A. Hanna, food for tramps,
Public Service Co.,
H. H. Perry, wood, tramp house,
J. A. Dunn, aid to tramps,
Total,
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Paid County of Cheshire,
COUNTY POOR
J. I. Guyette, wood for Ida Abair, $5 00
TOWN POOR
City of Keene, aid to Carroll Guyette, $14 75






















A. W. Hopkins, aid to Lewis Lapoint, 30 00
A. W. Hopkins, aid to Geo. Desmond, 53 00
F. I. Perham, aid to Clifford Chamberlain, 69 80
F. I. Perham, aid to Perley Amidon, 26 11
F. I. Perham, aid to Sarah Robbins, 75 75
F. B. Oakman, aid to Ernest Grover, 12 00
P. H. Robbins, aid to Arthur Cole, 79 54
E. H. Wilber Est., aid to Wm. Mclntyre, 155 01
E. H. Wilber Est., aid to Geo. Desmond, 47 86
Mrs. Emma Be Dorr, care Dunn boys, 404 60
Mrs. Ray Johnson, care Dunn girls, 305 63
Mrs. Clyde Kenyon, care Hildreth boy, 216 00
Mrs. Elsie Steadman, aid, 180 00
Mrs. Annie James, aid, 180 00
Minnie Rice, aid, 30 00
A. W. Hopkins, medical aid, Perley Amidon, 10 00
A. W. Hopkins, medical aid, Dunn boy, 6 00
A. W. Hopkins, medical aid, Ernest Grover, 9 00
A. W. Hopkins, medical aid, Arthur Cole, 24 00
Clarence Tromblej^, wood, Eva Tyo, 31 50
Clarence Trombley, wood, Bert Hodge, 30 50
J. I. Guyette, wood, Sarah Robbins, 10 00
Clarence Trombley, wood, Geo. Desmond, 9 00
E. H. Wilber Est., groceries, Bert Hodge, 126 49
E. H. Wilber Est., groceries, Lewis Lapoint, 62 53
O. H. Harvey, coal, Elsie Steadman, 58 08
Elliot Community hospital, care Arvilla Faulkner, 57 57
A. W. Hopkins, medical aid, Minnie Rice, 14 00
Clarence Trombley, wood, Fred Soucise, 4 50
Red & White store, groceries Louis Lapoint, 9 00
E. H. Wilber, groceries, Fred Soucise, 24 97
J. A. Dunn, groceries, Richard Dunn, 4 00
Elliot Community hospital, care Margaret Nallett, 125 00
E. H. Wilber Est., groceries, Eva Tyo, 138 37
Dr. R. Holmes, medical aid, Geo. Desmond, 5 00
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Elliot Community hospital, care Geo. Desmond,
E. J. Hanna, clothing and taking Desmond to Ooncord,
J. A. Dunn, groceries, J. B. Lysett,
County of Cheshire, care of John Prentice,
Dr. W. H. Lacy, medical aid, Annie Westley,
A. W. Hopkins, medical aid, Annie Westley,
E. J. Hanna, taking Mrs. Westley to Concord,
F. I. Perham, groceries, Roland Morse,
W. L. Goodnow, clothing, Carrol Guyette,
A. W. Hopkins, medical aid, Geo. Calkins,
J. A. Hanna, groceries, B. J. Lysett,
A. Havenstein, groceries, Charles Holbrook,
J. I. Guyette, wood, Charles Holbrook,
F. B. Oakman, groceries, John Prentice,
J. A. Hanna, groceries, Bernard Jardine,
E. H. Wilber, groceries, Napoleon Gaouette,
Total,
Aid to dependent soldiers,
Paid Dr. Holmes for medical services,
Paid A. W. Hopkins for medical services,
TEMPORARY LOANS
First National Bank of Boston, note,
George E. Whitcomb, Jr., note,
LONG TERM NOTES
Swanzey Community House, note,

































Lydia Bishop, treasurer, $1,005 67
SCHOOLS
Walter F. Oakman, treasurer, $19,726 10
CEMETERIES
Zachary Pierson, work in West Swanzey cemeteries, $116 55
A. A. Whitcomb, work in Swanzey Center cemeteries, 94 85
A. R. Downing, team, work in cemeteries, 27 63
Leon Ellor, work in Wesport cemeteries, 20 10
Total,
INTEREST
Gordon Brown, trustee, interest on trust funds,
Interest on Geo. E. Whitcomb note,
Interest on Swanzey Community House note,
Interest Stratton Library note,
Interest on cemetery trust funds,
Total,








George Higgins and men, labor and gravel, 524 10















Gus Wetmore and men, labor and gravel, 551 19
Trimount Products Co., oil, 174 75
Total, $725 94
WEST SWANZEY BRIDGE
Railings on both ends
Appropriation,
0. C. Nash, labor and material,
LEWIS BRIDGE
Appropriation,
Goodell's Garage, work on bridge,




A. Whitcomb, power shovel,

















RALPH BLAKE, Road Agent
Man and truck, $734 60
Harry Patnode, labor, 230 46
Blake's team, 18 70
Harold Lewis, labor, 39 65
R. A. Blake, labor, 20 80
C. L. Lane, gravel, 42 60
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Scraper blade,
"William Patnode, cutting brush,
Town of Winchester, gravel,
Clifford Goodell, gravel,
Joe Nado, cutting brush,








GEORGE HIGGINS, Road Agent
George Higgins and truck,
C. R. Plummer, labor,
E. Blair, labor,
E. Gomarlo, labor,
L. H. Kingsbury, labor,
George Higgins, gravel,
Ora Rhoades, gravel,
L. W. Weeks, labor,
Spencer Hardware Co., tools and spikes,
W. A. Putnam., labor,
Joe Gomarlo, brick,
New Eng. Metal Culvert Co., 4 culverts,
Eagle Iron Foundry, 4 grates,
Spencer Hardware Co., sewer pipe,
L. B. Jardine, labor,
Lester Faulkner, labor,
George Higgins, brickmix and cement,
Leonard Roy, labor,
C. L. Lane, lumber,
Albert Daniel, gravel,









































A. J. Benware, labor,
Jewell Pipe Co., culverts,
New Eng. Bolt Co., culverts,
Frank R. Cashus, labor,
Earl Bardwell, labor,
Everett Knapp, labor,
Gus Wetmore, power shovel,
E. Sanders, labor,
Nelson Anderson, labor,
C. L. Lane, bridge plank,






























AUDITOR'S REPORT ON TAXES
Alexander F. Thompson, Auditor
1937 taxes committed to William R. Granger for collection.











51 polls, $102 00
Property, 229 49
$60,139 14




Less abatements and errors,
$60,509 45
218 88
Net amount to account for,









Collector paid into treasury,
$54,478 41
$54,386 92
Feb. 12th, cash in hands of collector, $91 49
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Rutter, Mrs. F. Whitman
Sparhawk, William N.











Woods, Mrs. Edmond F.
Worster, Mrs. George






























ERRORS AND ABATEMENTS, 1937 TAXES
Bardwell, Albert, lives in Keene, $2 00
Bardwell, Mrs. Albert, lives in Keene, 2 00
Bardwell, Roland,pd. in New York, 2 00
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Barton, Clarence, lives in Keene,
Barton, Mrs. Clarence lives in Keene,
Benedict, Mrs. D., pd. in Salem, N. H.,
Brown, George C, lives in Winchester,
Cantlin, Mrs. John, not 21,
Castor, Royal, gone,
Castor, Mrs, Royal, gone,
Cole, Benjamin, assessed twice,
Cooligan, Jennie, over 70,
Davis, Bernard, cannot locate,
Davis, Mrs. Bernard, cannot locate,
Debell, Arthur, moved to Vermont,
Debell, Mrs. Arthur, moved to Vermont,
Devoid, Mrs. Earl, lives in Keene,
Doyle, Mrs. Fred, moved to Orange, Mass.,
Dunn, Daisy, lives in "Winchester,
Dunn, James, moved to New York state,
Dunn, Mrs. James, moved to New York state, 2 00
Ellery, Chester, lives in Conn., 2 00
Emerson, Perley, soldier, 37 20
Graham, Harry, gone to Vermont,
Graham, Mrs. Harry, gone to Vermont,
Gregory, John E., cannot locate,
Hill, George E., lives in Marlboro,
Hill, Mrs. George E., lives in Marlboro,
Hobson, Signe, in hospital,
Hobsdon, Harold, moved to Mass.,
Hobsdon, Mrs, Harold, moved to Mass.,
Holbrook, Charles, poor,
Johnson, Francis, lives in Troy,
Karr, Dana, poor,
Karr, Mrs. Dana, poor,
Kibbee, Maynard, soldier
Malloy Marion gone


































Meador, Herbert, soldier, 2 00
Melvin, James T., error, 7 92
Morse, Roland, poor,
Morse, Mrs. Roland, poor,
Myers, Harriett, deceased,
Newton, Paul, gone to Vermont,
Newton, Mrs. Paul, gone to Vermont,
Parker, Mrs. Mabel, in prison,
Phillips, Charles, gone,
Phillips, Mrs. Charles, gone,
Plouffe, Christine, lives in Winchester,
Rinta, Walter, assessed twice,
Rinta, Mrs. Walter, assessed twice,
Rolfe, Flossie, pd. in Henniker,
Rutter, Francis, deceased,
Ryan, William, deceased,
Safford, Franklin, pd. in Canaan, N. H.,
Stowell, C. Ivan, gone to Conn.,
Sullivan, Eileen, lives in Keene,
Sullivan, Anna, lives in Keene,
Trask, Walter, soldier,
Westcott, Merle, gone,
Westcott, Mrs. Merle, gone,
White, Arthur, over 70,
Whitcomb, Cecil I., error,
Wilder, Norman, gone,
Wilder, Mrs. Norman, gone,
Wood, Walter, poor,
Wood, Mrs. Walter, poor,
Total, $218 88
TAXES UNCOLLECTED AS OF FEB. 14, 1938
Property Poll
Allen, John $103 49 $2 00





























Badger, Milton S. 99 62 2 00
Badger, Mrs. Milton S. 2 00
Baker, Mrs. Walter 2 00
Bardwell, Leon 93 63 2 00
Bardwell, Mrs. Leon 2 00
Barlow, Mrs. Isaac 42 94 2 00
Barlow, Fred 59 84 2 00
Barlow, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Bedaw, William 29 92 2 00
Bedaw, Mrs. William 2 00
Blair, Walter 15 84 2 00
Blair, Mrs. Walter 2 00
Blair, Mrs. Ivan 2 00
Bolles Brothers, 149 60
Bolles, Henry 1 41 2 00
Bolles, Herman 2 00
Brewer, William 14 08
Brewer, Mrs. William 2 00
Brusie, Grace S . 200 64
Bridge, Roland 31 68 2 00
Bridge, Mrs. Roland 2 00
Calkins, George 55 09 2 00
Calkins, William A. 10 56 2 00
Calkins, Mrs. William A. 2 00
Cantlin, Paul 8 80 2 00
Cantlin, Mrs. Paul 2 00
Chickering Est., Herman 3 52
Chickering, Mrs. Herman 95 04 2 00
Clark, Fred 2 00
Clark, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Coleman, Louis 2 00
Coleman, Mrs. Louis 2 00
Cobb, Elsie 9 76 2 00
Cole, Bert 10 03 2 00
Cole, Mrs. Bert 2 00
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Cole, Leslie 16 72 2 00
Cornwell, Mrs. Charles H. 69 17
Crouch, Charles 110 53 2 00
Crouch, Mrs. Charles 2 00
Derby, Mrs. Clarence 2 00
Dudley, Mrs. Arthur 39 48 2 00
Dubois, Joseph A. 8 27
Dubois, Mrs. Joseph A. 2 00
Durant, Clesson 29 92 2 00
Durant, Mrs. Clesson 2 00
Durant, Forrest 5 28 2 00
Durant, Mrs. Forrest 2 00
Duffy, Mrs. Gracia 2 00
Dunn, Mrs. Richard 4 60 2 00
Emerson, Perley 65 65
Emerson, Mrs. Perley 2 00
Faulkner Est., Elizabeth 66 88
Faulkner Est., Arvilla 7 04
Faulkner, Almon G. 26 40
Flagg, Merrill 2 00
Fisher, Moran 14 08 2 00
Fisher, Mrs. Moran 2 00
Frazier, Ernest 2 00
Frazier, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Ge Menak, Frank 2 00
Goodell, Reginald 10 56 2 00
Goodell, Mrs. Reginald 2 00
Goodale, Mrs. Jennie 31 82
Hallas, Anast 107 71 2 00
Hallas, Mrs. Anast 2 00
Handy Estate, Edgar 59 84
Handy, Percy 2 00
Handy, Arthur C. 2 00
Handy, Robert 2 00
Hanna, Joseph A. 33 44 2 00
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Hodge, Burt 16 72 2 00
Holbrook, Leonard 86 94
Holbrook, Wayne 80 96 2 00
Holman, Grace '2 00
Howard, George 5 28
Houghton, Jerome 2 00
Houghton, Mrs. Jerome 2 00
Huckins, Mrs. Floyd 14 08
Jardine, Bernard 2 00
Johnson, Mildred 2 00
Johnson, Norris 2 11 2 00
Joseph, Sam 2 00
Kenney Estate, Mrs. Ira 23 44
Kenney, Mrs. Mary 65 47 2 00
Kingman, Homer 52 45 2 00
Lane, Howard 2 00
Lane, Russell 2 00
Lane, Mrs. Russell 2 00
Lawrence, Charles 2 00
Lawrence, Mrs. Charles 2 00
Lancy, Ernest 2 00
Lancy, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Lewis, Fred 8 80
Lewis, Mrs. Fred 2 00
Lewis, Walter 2 00
Lewis, Harold 2 00
Lewis, Mrs. Harold 2 00
Lodberg, Mrs. Ernest 2 00
Lysette, Mrs. J. B. 133 76
Lysette, William 2 00
Lysette, Mrs. William 2 00
Mallett, Robert 53 50 2 00
Mallett, Mrs. Robert 2 00
Melville, John 54 92 2 00
Melville, Mrs. John 2 00
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Metevier, A. J. 58 43
Morris, Bernice 27 46 2 00
Newell, Flora 38 72
Nickiforakis, George 2 00
Olmstead, Wesley Jr. 28 16 2 00
Olmstead, Mrs. Wesley Jr. 2 00
Patnode, Joseph 33 44
Patterson, Leonard 2 00
Pitcher, Blake 2 00
Rice, George 1 76 2 00
Ring, Francis 2 00
Ring, Mrs. Francis 59 84 2 00
Robbins, Patrick H. 23 20
Robbins, Sarah 21 12 2 00
Roscoe, Leander H. 51 23
Sanderson, Selina 31 68 2 00
Seaver, Chester M. 52 80
Smith, Earl 33 44
Smith, Cassius 2 82 2 00
Smith, Clifton 29 21 2 00
Steadman, Elsie 10 56 2 00
Stowell, Charles 31 68
Stowell, Mrs. Charles 2 00
Swan, Daniel 14 08 2 00
Swan, Mrs. Daniel 2 00
Taft, Mrs. Harold 2 00
Talbot, Grosvenor 2 00
Talbot, Mrs. Grosvenor 2 00
Talbot, Paul 2 00
Talbot, Russell 2 00
Taylor, Allen 2 00
Thompson, Bert 44 35 2 00
Thompson, Leslie 7 04
Thrasher, Mrs. Philip 2 00
Thrasher, Norman 2 00
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Underwood, Mrs. Carl 2 00
Underwood, Frank 14 08 2 00
Underwood, Philip 2 00
Underwood, Mrs. Phillip 2 00
Vincent, Ralph 70 40 2 00
Vincent, Mrs. Ralph 2 00
Ward, George 5 63 2 00
Ward, Bessie 24 84 2 00
White, Grover 2 64 2 00
Wilber, Mabel H. 96 45 2 00
Willis, Frank C. 23 41 2 00
Willis, Mrs. Frank C. 2 00
Willard, Mrs. Henry 2 00
Wood, Robert 7 18
Wood, Alois 10 56
Woodward, Leon 45 76 2 00
Woodward, Mrs. Leon 2 00
Worcester, Clarence 56 28
Worcester, Mrs. Alice 20 06 2 00
Judd, Charles 2 00
Judd, Mrs. Charles 2 00
$3,319 62 $266 00 (133 polls)
NON-RESIDENT UNCOLLECTED TAXES
Property
Atkinson, Ida $70 40
Adams, Idranna Hale 14 08
Ballon, Claude 70
Banks, George E. 33 96
Bouffard, Oscar 47 87
Brennan, Albert A. 35 20
Beaudette, Alfred 3 52
Bergeron, Joseph S. 4 75
Buffum, Clifford 1 23
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Clark, Annie 42 24
Chesterfield Lumber Co. 1 58
Crouch, Carroll 14 08
Cray, Eugene P. 70 40
Cox, Bernard 5 28
Davis, Verna M. 29 92
Dickinson, LaFell 337 92
Dickinson, W. E. 58 26
Emerson, H. L. 3 17
Frazier & Son, Fred 245 17
Fullam, Stanley 7 04
Hall, Webster 7 04
Hastings, H. C. 2 46
Harlow Estate, Robert C. 70 40
Jarvis, Libbie 14 08
Jones, Anna 269 28
Jones, Arthur 110 88
Kelley, Agnes M. 4 93
Keene Poster Adv. Co. 9 50
Lane, Fred E. 48 22
Marsh, Alice 43 47
Mayou, Wilber L. 2 64
O'Brien, Walter 26 75
Patterson, Jerry 7 04
Plitzner, Richard 8 80
Perkins, Melvin S. 88 00
Perkins, Mrs. Melvin S. 11 79
Putnam, Fred 7 04
Rehm, Carl S. 4 75
Rivers, W. C. 3 70
Rowe, Sidney 25 34
Rockwell, Isabelle 14 96
Sherman, Mrs. Clara 10 03
Swanzey Feldspar Co., 35 20
Sweeney, Mr. 15 84
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Wilber, Clifford 3 52
Whitcomb, Roswell 30 10
Whipple, Fred 4 75
Wyman, Clarence 301 66
Tidewater Associated Oil Co., 17 60
$2,226 54
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TOWN OF SWANZEY TRUST FUNDS
Fund Balance Interest Paid Balance
1937 out 1937
George G. Page, $100.34 $3.00 $4.00 $99.34
George G. Page, 50.00 1.50 2.00 49.50
A. A. Woodbury, 109.00 3.00 3.50 108.50
John Holbrook, 204.53 6.00 6.50 204.03
George H. Allen, 122.01 3.00 12.00 113.01
Albert Barber, 154.87 3.75 6.50 152.12
Clark B. Holbrook 2nd, 259.75 6.00 3.50 262.25
Wm. Knight, 113.60 3.00 2.50 114.10
Albert G. Read, 273.63 6.00 13.50 266.13
Jessie Murphy, 108.70 3.00 2.50 109.20
Mellon R. Holbrook, 314.06 9.00 11.00 312.06
George W. Richardson, 108.25 3.00 2.50 108.75
Asa Healey, 108.70 3.00 2.50 109.20
Jos. & Sally Whitcomb, 117.50 3.00 10.50 110.00
Solon Snow, 106.00 3.00 3.00 106.00
Josiah E. Parsons, 79.95 2.25 5.50 76.70
Mary A. Crouch, 104.73 3.00 2.50 105.23
Giles & Fannie Taft, 105.68 3.00 7.50 101.18
Fernando P. Hinds, 109.75 3.00 2.25 110.50
Herbert C. Taft, 111.70 3.00 3.50 111.20
Nettie Stone, 208.00 6.00 8.00 206.00
Nettie Stone, 104.00 3.00 4.00 103.00
Manning Hunt, 113.85 3.00 3.00 113.85
Mary H. Bancroft, 123.69 3.00 1.50 125.19
Joseph Trombley, 112.45 3.00 3.25 112.20
Harvey M. Carlton, 113.10 3.00 11.50 104.60
O. E. Parson, 174.74 4.50 7.00 172.24
O. W. Capron, 111.90 3.00 3.00 111.90
Frank L. Snow, 332.13 9.00 6.00 335.13
L. E. Dickinson, 106.11 3.00 2.50 106.61
Aaron Hammond, 109.35 3.00 2.25 110.10
Martha J. Baitey, 116.15 3.00 14.50 104.65
Capt. Peter Holbrook, 198.76 4.50 6.50 196.76
John F. Stratton, 230.11 6.00 3.00 233.11
George I. Cutler, 112.00 3.00 2.50 112.50
Ella A. Ware, 51.48 1.50 1.50 51.48
Maria Lawrence, 118.71 3.00 2.25 119.46
Harold W. Lander, 112.25 3.00 2.00 113.25
Geo. E. & Clara M. Emery, 207.10 5.40 3.00 209.50
Wm. & Susanna Read, 228.45 6.02 2.50 231.97
Edward B. Holbrook, 110.75 3.00 2.25 111.50
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Fund Balance Interest Paid Balance
1937 out 1937
Chas. H. Holbrook, 117.45 3.00 3.50 116.95
J. G. Huntley, 77.50 2.25 2.25 77.50
Earl L. Leach, 116.78 3.00 8.00 111.78
Helen jDoolittle, 113.06 3.00 2.50 113.56
George O. Capron, 114.25 3.00 3.00 114.25
Harriet Lawrence, 272.19 6.00 2.50 275.69
Emma Hammond, 55.25 1.50 1.50 55.25
Julius E. Wilson, 234.90 6.00 4.00 236.90
Jeremiah Hale, 107.20 3.00 3.50 106.70
Clark B. Holbrook, 1st, 189.56 4.50 18.50 175.56
Edwin C. Curtis, 107.52 3.00 2.50 108.02
Daniel MoCormick, 52.50 1.50 1.50 52.50
Chas. Sparhawk, 116.29 3.00 2.00 117.29
Chas. W., Graves, 250.01 6.00 16.75 239.26
Chiron Holbrook, 109.65 3.00 10.50 102.15
Susan A. Black, 106.55 3.00 9.50 100.05
Luther S. Lane, 107.53 3.00 2.50 108.03
A. A. Ware, 319.40 9.00 10.00 318.40
J. O. Howard, 115.75 3.00 2.25 116.50
J. Madden, 107.50 3.00 4.50 106.00
Florence IS. Martin, 106.65 3.00 3.00 106.65
Isaac Stratton, 112.90 3.00 2.50 113.40
John Stratton, 105.59 3.00 3.00 105.59
Herschel J. Fowler, 107.75 3.00 2.50 108.25
Ballou & Mason, 164.62 4.50 2.50 166.62
Emerson & Ruffle, 166.30 4.50 3.00 167.80
George B. Whitney, 112.92 3.00 2.50 113.42
Julia A. Stratton, 543.08 15.11 10.00 548.19
A. A. Woodward, 102.26 3.02 2.50 102.78
Warren H. Ellis, 103.17 3.02 2.00 104.19
Addie J. Eaton, 163.19 4.53 2.50 165.22
Chas. L. Ball, 105.92 3.02 5.00 103.94
Flora E. Buffum, 102.74 3.02 2.50 103.26
Sanford S. Hardy, 102.74 3.02 2.00 103.76
Ruth Hovey Knowlton, 102.59 3.02 2.50 103.11
Frank Hovey & John Mathews:, 205.19 6.05 6.75 204.49
Daniel Greenleaf, 102.34 3.02 2.50 102.86
Norris Carter, 102.34 3.02 2.50 102.86
Robert S. Hovey, 102.59 3.02 2.50 103.11
George W. Ward, 102.52 3.02 2.00 103.54
Ellen Marvin, 154.53 4.53 2.25 156.81
Emma A. Faulkner, 209.05 6.05 3.00 212.10
James E. Handy — Jos. Ware, 100.00 3.78 1.50 102.28
Clara E. Lane, 150.00 4.53 154.53
Herbert E. Carter, 100.00 2.00 102.00
Hattie R. Ramsdell, 100.00 2.00 102.00
Nettie Stone (Pavillion) , See A, 1,218.10 35.11 1,253.21
F. L. Snow (School Fund)
See B, 5,000.00 200.00 200.00 5,000.00
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F. L. Snow (Sidewalk), See C, 2,858.41 1,131.05 700.00 3,289.46
Lucy J. W. Carpenter, See D, 26,522.30 953.30 500.00 26,975.60
$47,878.46 $2,650.41 $1,781.50 $48,747.37
A—$900.00 Savings Bank.
B—$4,500.00 Swanzey School District Note ; $500.00 Savings Bank.
C—100 shares Union Pacific R. R.; 100 shares B. &; O R. R; 50 shares
Am. Tel. & Tel.; 50 shares S. Pac. R R.; $2,642.34 Savings Bank.
D—$11,695.00 Town Note; $1,000.00 Treasury Bond; $8,998.48 Savings




Cash on hand per last report, $10 88
Fines collected at library , 12 50
W. F. Oakman, town treasurer, appropriation for 1937, 300 00
W. F. Oakman, town treasurer, interest on library note, 45 00 1
W. F. Oakman, treasurer, library note, 1,800 00
$2,168 38
DISBURSEMENTS
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire,
Deposited in Cheshire County Savings Bank,
The H. R. Huntting Co. Inc., books and binding,
Medora S. Rixford, librarian,
G. E. Whitcomb & Co., 3 loads wood,
Jean Karr, books,
William I. Ide, janitor,
O. C. Nash, labor and glass,
National Geographic Society magazine,
Moore Cottrell, magazine,
Bank service charge for Sept., Oct. and Nov..

























REPORT OF CARPENTER HOME TRUSTEES
Feb. 1, 1937 to Feb. 1, 1938
RECEIPTS
1937
Feb. 1 Cash on hand, $44 80
June 25 Received from Gordon Brown, 500 00
Aug. 4 Received from E. L. Pratt, 6 40
Total, $551 20
DISBURSEMENTS
Feb. 15 Public Service Co. of N. H., $1 00
Apr. 9 Public Service Co. of N. H., 1 00
Apr. 19 Public Service Co. of N. H., 1 00
May 15 Public Service Co. of N. H., 1 00
May 15 E. L. Pratt, labor, 4 60
June 17 H. W. Goodell, use of horse, 50
June 17 A. E. Fish Co v shingles, 1 65
June 17 Mrs. E. L. Pratt, wall paper, 2 13
June 17 Public Service Co. of N. H., 1 00
June 20 E. L. Pratt, board and care
patient, (3 wks.), 45 00
July 2 E. L. Pratt, board and care
patient, 15 00
July 16 E. L. Pratt, board and care
patient, 15 00
July 11 Public Service Co. of N. H., 1 00
July 22 E. L. Pratt, board and care of
patient, 15 00
July 30 E. L. Pratt, board and care of
patient, 15 00
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Aug. 23 Public Service Co. of N. H.,
Aug. 31 E. Frazier, R. N.,
Sept. 13 Claude Ballou, labor,
Sept. 18 R. R. Ramsdell, new chimney
Sept. 18 Public Service Co. of N. H.,
Oct. 8 L. Burt, collector, taxes,
Oct. 22 Public Service Co. of N. H.
Nov. 17 Public Service Co. of N. H.,
Nov. 17 A. W. Hopkins, M. D., medical
services,
Dec. 17 Knowlton & Stone, supplies,
Dec 24 Public Service Co. of N. H.,
Jan. 19 Public Service Co. of N. H.,
Jan. 19 E. L. Pratt, labor,


























This certifies that I have audited the accounts of the Trus-
tees of the Carpenter Home for the year ending Feb. 1, 1938,










Feb. 1 Cash on hand,
Cr.
1937
Mar. 27 H. ,S. Bradley, $9 50
1938
Feb. 6 Harold J. Adams, 3 00
Feb. 14 Homer S. Bradley, 30 00
Feb. 14 Walter Oakman, 100 00






REPORT OF SWANZEY DISTRICT
NURSE ASSOCIATION
MONEY RECEIVED
Cash on hand February 1937, $418 15
Received from town appropriation, 1,500 00
Received from Swanzey School District, 150 00
Received from John Hancock Ins. Co., 92 50
Received from Metropolitan Ins. Co., 432 75
Received from nurse visit to patients, 135 75
Received for conveying child to Concord
for examination, 5 00
Received from Cheshire Co. Grange Wel-
fare Com., 5 00
Received from membership fees, 39 55
MONEY PAID OUT
Salary, Mrs. Benedict, $750 00
Salary, Mrs. McPhail, 50 00
Salary, Miss Napsey, 450 00
$1,250 00
Insurance, 60 60
Garage rent, 11 1-2 mos., 23 00
Office supplies, 3 10
Labor on car, 66 33
Gas and oil, 197 97
Tires, 53 45
Battery, 9 00
Set of chains, 3 90
$2,778 70
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Flowers, etc., 3 65
Glass put in door of car,, 7 75
Drug supplies, 19 08
Repairing and moving desk (Parker fire), 17 75
Repairing and moving chair (Parker fire), 3 00
Telephone, 32 29
Registration, 12 25
Town tax, 6 12
1,769 24
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Report of 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938
April Invoice $1,613,704.00 $16,287.28 $16,637.93




Town Officers 1,709.35 2,091.23 1,771.92 2,365.75 1,959.75
Election Expenses 14.40 98.45 87.40
Auto Permits 1,746.86 5,432.00
Police 191.81 383.50 142.00 249.86 166.50
Health Department 331.00 317.00 141.50 178.00 318.00
Vital Statistics 7.50 33.50 6.00 12.75 33.00
Support of County Poor 556.62 256.32 1,234.70
Support of Town Poor 1,410.22 2,043.42 • 5,108.74 3,936.43 3,540.54
Support of Schools 19,245.78 26,718.69 18,918.32 23,477.32 19,726.10
Town Construction:
Highway and Bridges 4,725.31 3,696.08 3,863.62 4,951.29 3,797.76
General Expense Highway 292.16 139.25 457.60 466.01 379.11
Public Water 9.00 3.00 9.00 3.00 9.00
Lighting Streets 2,389.31 2,420.02 2,537.18 2,528.33 2,556.63
Expense Fire Departmeni t 2,189.73 2,436.48 3,641.25 2,901.08 4,083.82
Forest Fires 62.58 136.00 105.50
Care of Cemeteries 256.72 259.77 250.18 267.68 259.13
Decoration Fund 87.88 90.95 100.00 100.00 100.00
Old Home Week 200.00 75.00 75.00 125.00 125.00
Stratton Library 100.00 150.00 300.00 300.00 300.00
East Swanzey Library 75.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 75.00
Park and Playground 132.65 348.83 388.40 491.83 377.80
Bounties 42.20 25.80 24.20 21.40 17.40
State Aid Construction 2,559.00 2,655.10 6,063.16 3,107.37 2,424.00
Damage by Dogs 88.11 170.44 38.04 38.98 81.88
New Town Hall 71.50 87.60 163.94 124.23 69.58
Whitcomb Hall 215.89 302.06 401.12 233.65 390.70
Notes and Interest Paid 21,506.01 17,456.58 20,928.82 20,222.92 26,314.91
State Tax 3,263.00 3,263.00 3,675.00 3,920.00 4,192.00
County Tax 4,207.23 3,072.45 4,415.01 4,318.86 4,598.98
Trust Funds 8,305.00 8,305.00 8,305.00 8,305.00 8,305.00
Precinct Tax 1,005.67
Paid on Town debt 2,648.42
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TOWN OF SWANZEY
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Swanzey in the County
of Cheshire in said state, qualified to vote in town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet in the Town Hall in said
Swanzey, on Tuesday, the 8th day of March next at nine o 'clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects
:
1. To choose all necessary officers for the following year
;
to elect one Selectman for the term of three years.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $8,200
to defray town charges for the ensuing year, or take any ac-
tion thereon.
3. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to bor-
row such sums of money as may be necessary for the year 1938
in anticipation of taxes provided by law.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise $2,464, the state
to give $2,464 for state aid construction on the road in East
Swanzey.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise $678.65, the State
to give $2,714.62 for town road maintenance.
6. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
to oil the improved town roads, or take any action thereon.
7. To see if the Town will vote to put into a Black Road
condition, the so-called Base Road, in the North part of the
Town, and appropriate a suitable sum each year for its main-
tenance, or take any action thereon.
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8. To see if the Town will vote to raise $300 to resurface
and oil West Street in West Swanzey as far as Ray Leonard's
house.
9. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $1,000 to gravel where necessary and then tar the following
streets located in Pine Grove Park, North Swanzey : Pine Street,
Grove Street, Maple Street, Park Street and Elm Street.
10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $1,000 to gravel and an additional $500 to tar Sylvan Way
located in North Swanzey.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $1,300
for the District Nurse Association, or take any action thereon.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $100
for Memorial Day.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $125
for Old Home Day.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $750
for the Old Age Assistance.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $2,700
for electric lights.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $300
for the Stratton Free Library.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $150
for the Swanzey Community House Library.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $200
for the maintenance of the Police Department.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $2,800
for the maintenance of the Fire Department.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $250
for the upkeep of the cemeteries.
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21. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $2,500
for the town poor.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $200
for parks and playgrounds.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $2,000
to pay on the town debt.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $1,300
to defray interest charges during the ensuing year.
25. To see if the Town will vote to allow 2^2% discount
on all taxes paid on or before July 1st, 1938.
26. To see if the Town will vote to buy the land where
the car tracks were in North Swanzey, and to raise money for
same.
27. To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will vote
to raise for the celebration of the anniversary of the ratifica-
tion of the federal constitution by the state, June 21, 1938. The
sum to be expended under the direction of the Selectmen.
28. To see if the Town will vote to provide Fire Proof Fil-
ing Cabinets for the Town Clerk and Selectmen's room, and
raise money for same.
29. To see what sum of money, if any, the Town will ap-
propriate to pay Fleda A. Eastman, the mother and administra-
trix of the estate of the late VernOr E. Eastman, for medical
and hospital expenses and funeral expenses and loss of the sup-
port of her son resulting from his death arising out of injury
suffered by him on July 19, 1935 while in the line of duty and
while he was riding on the Swanzey fire truck, responding to
a fire call, and in the employ of the town.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of $300
for fixing the Vault and Hearse House.
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31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $162.00 to the Monadnock Region Association of
Scenic New Hampshire for issuance and distribution of printed
matter, newspaper and magazine advertising, calling atten-
tion to the resources and natural advantages of the town, in
cooperation with the other thirty-seven towns in the Monad-
nock Region.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $400 for white pine blister rust control, to be spent
in cooperation with the State Forestry and Recreation Depart-
ment.
33. To see if the Town will vote to refund the North
Swanzey Community Association the taxes paid, by mistake,
on the Community House for 1937.
34. To see if the Town will vote to install an electric
light on the west end of West Street near George Robbins'
house.
35. To hear the report of the Town History Committee
and take any action thereon.
36. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
by-law.
BY-LAW
No person, persons, firms or corporations shall
erect within the limits of the town any building or
other structure without first obtaining a license from
the Board of Selectmen to whom application shall be
made setting forth the, specifications and nature and
the use to which said building is intended to be put.
37. To see if the Town will vote to approve and accept
the layout of streets in Pine Grove Park as heretofore dedi-
cated to the public by plan or plans filed in the Registry of
Deeds for the County of Cheshire.
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38. To see whether the Town will vote to establish a
planning board under the provisions of Chapter 55 of the Ses-
sion Laws of 1935 and to determine the members thereof to be
chosen by the selectmen in accordance with the provisions of
said chapter.
39. T if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the Webster D. Derby cem-
etery lot in Oak Hill Cemetery.
40. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the Ramsdell-Bolles cemetery
lot in Oak Hill Cemetery.
41. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
(150.00 for the perpetual care of the George L. Ballou cemetery
lot in Mt. Caesar Cemetery.
42. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the Laura A. Cheever cem-
etery lot in Oak Hill Cemetery.
43. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$125.00 for the perpetual care of the William H. Williams cem-
etery lot in Mt. Caesar Cemetery.
44. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of
$100.00 for the perpetual care of the G. H. Stephenson cemetery
lot in Oak Hill Cemetery.
45. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$500.00 for the improvement and oiling of the town road known
as the Causeway ; the work to begin on the easterly end and
extend westerly as far as money permits.
46. To see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of
$4,000.00 to purchase a new Fire Truck for the West part of
the town and appoint a committee to purchase same, or take
any action thereon.
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47. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum not
exceeding $420.00, the same to be paid to the North Swanzey
Water & Fire Precinct for hydrant service furnished in that


















JULY 1, 1936—JUNE 30, 1937
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SCHOOL WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of
Swanzey qualified to vote in district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the eighth day of March, 1938, at 11 (a. m.) o'clock
in the forenoon to act upon the following subjects
:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board for the en-
suing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees,
or Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To choose Agents, Auditors, Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
7. To see if the District will vote to make any alterations
in the report of the School Board recommending the amount of
money required for the support of schools and payment of
statutory obligations.
8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000) to build one
additional classroom at the Hopkins School or take any action
thereon.
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School Board's statement of amounts required to support
public schools and meet other statutory obligations of the dis-
trict for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1938.







Other expenses of instruction,
Janitor service,
Fuel,
Water, light and janitors' supplies,






Salaries of district officers (fixed by
district), $260 00
Truant officer and school census (fixed
by district), 40 00
Payment of high school tuitions, 6,400 00
Superintendent's excess salary (fixed
















Payment of district debt, 500 00
Payment of interest on district debt, 180 00
Per capita tax (reported by state
treasurer), 1,030 00
Insurance, 150 00
Other necessary expenses of administration, 250 00
$9,310 00
Total amount required to meet school board's
budget, $27,735 00
Estimated income of district
:
State aid (equalization fund), $5,717 00
Dog tax (estimate), 450 00
$6,167 00







OFFICERS AND TEACHERS OF SWANZEY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
A. W. HOPKINS, Moderator
MRS. HELEN S. PUFFER, Clerk
W. F. OAKMAN, Treasurer
A. F. THOMPSON, Auditor
SCHOOL BOARD
E. H. WYMAN, Term expires 1938
E. S. SMALL, Term expires 1939
A. W. HOPKINS, Chairman, Term expires 1940
(Regular meetings of the School Board are held the second






Thelma Dickinson, Grades 7-8, Keene Normal, 1936
Blanche Buchanan, Principal, Grades 5-6
,
Summer School, 1920-22
Eileen Duchesneau, Grades 3-4, Keene Normal, 1927
Mildred A. Weston, Grades 1-2, Keene Normal, 1919
Swanzey Center
:
Jane B. Danger, Grades 5-8, Keene Normal, 1937
Anna E. Johnson, Principal, Grades 1-4,
Westfield State Teachers College, 1936
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Hopkins School:
Natalie A. Hopkins, Grades 1-4, Plymouth Normal, 1937
Dorothy Drew, Principal, Grades 5-8,
Kansas State Teachers College, 1921
East Swanzey: :
Luella E. Buffum, Principal, Grades 5-8,
Plymouth Normal, 1929
Ruth Hoey, Grades 1-4, Keene Normal, 1937
Westport
:
Margaret Freeman, Grades 1-7, High School
Special Teacher:
Stella E. Tosi, Art Supervisor, Keene Normal, 1930
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SWANZEY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1936 to June 30, 1937
REVENUE
State and federal aid
:
Equalization fund (from state), $6,000 00
Income from local taxation
:
(a) For support of elementary schools, $12,015 00
(b) For payment of high school tuition, 6,200 00
(c) For salaries of district officers,
census and superintendent's salary,
(d) For payment of interest on debt,
(e) For payment of per capita tax,
(f) Special appropriation,
(g) Other expenses of administration
and insurance.
From sources other than taxation
(a) Dog licenses,
(b) Elementary school tuitions,













Total receipts from all sources, $28,494 10
Cash on hand at beginning of year, July 1, 1936, 785 63
Grand total, $29,279 73
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EXPENSE AND OUTLAY








W. Earle Jones, treasurer,




























































Mrs. Guy E. Speare,
Ginn and Company,
Longsmans, Green & Company,
Thos. Nelson & Sons,
John C. "Winston Company,
"Welles Publishing Company.
Arlo Publishing Company,





C. 0. Birchard & Company.






































The Bfacmillan ( Company,
Milton Bradley < Jompany,
.1. L. Bammetl ( Jompany,




























































H. E. Chickering & Co.,
J. L. Hammett Company,
E. E. Babb & Company, Inc.,
C. E. Lane,




















































E. S. Small, 32 62
C. E. Stickney, 98 29
E. H. Wyman, 7 13
A. E. Fish & Company, 3 78
A. R. Downing, 28 16
Pearson Bros., 8 75
J. L. Hammett Company, 35 36
E. E. Babb & Company, Inc., 10 01
Mrs. Orlo Sweeney, 2 55
Mrs. K. Ridley, 3 30
Midton Bradley Company, 6 21
Health supervision
:
Bullard & Shedd, $2 85
A. W. Hopkins, 150 00

















Union School District of Keene
:
Jeannette E. Ballou Elsie Cobb
Mary P. Barrett Josephine G. Conboy
Nettie L. Brooks Franklin D. Davis
William F. Brooks Clesson W. Durant









































































Kendell Page Gwendolyn Wheeler
Shirley E. Read Ellsworth F. Wilber
Carroll Tolman Evadel E. Worcester
Ruth J. Wheeler
87 pupils, 2 semesters, at $66.94, $5,823 78
Phyllis I. Seaver, 1 semester, 33 47
Leila G. Maguire
Bette Hurst
2 pupils, 16 weeks, at $28.04, 56 08




3 pupils, 9 weeks, at $16.29, 48 87





2 pupils, 3 terms, at $54.36, 108 72
Other special activities:
R. W. WTagner Company,
Milton Bradley Company,
Per capita tax:







Lands and new buildings
:
Ernest Grover, $13 60
A. G. Faulkner, 21 00
George Higgins, 175 25
Spencer Hardware Company, 9 75
Alterations of old buildings
:
Ralph Plummer, $64 90
Edward L. Clark, 62 00
Pike and Whipple, 9 60
J. L. Hammett Company, 402 00
Pearson Bros., 16 52
Bergeron and Allan, 470 29
E. H. Wyman, 6 00
F. C. Richardson, 42 75
New equipment:
E. E. Babb & Company, Inc.,
Payment of interest on debt
Trustees of trust funds,
Wilcox School toilets
:
W. L. Handy, $357 41
Fred Mackay, 50 00
Guy W. Thayer, 66 66
Snow prizes
:
Lawrence Conboy, $100 00
Harriet Seaver, 66 66







Total payments for all purposes, $28,744 42
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Total cash on hand at end of year, June 30, 1937, 535 31
Grand total, $29,279 73
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books and other
financial records of the school board of Swanzey, of which this
is a true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1937, and





REPORT OF THE SCHOOL TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1936 to June 30, 1937
Cash on hand, June 30, 1936, $785 63
Received from selectmen
:
(a) Appropriations for current year, $20,707 00
(b) Special appropriation, 750 00
(c) Dog tax, 769 10
(d) Income from local trust funds, 200 00
Received from state treasurer, 6,000 00
Received from all other sources, 68 00
$28,494 10
Total amount available for fiscal year, $29,279 73
Less school board orders paid, 28,744 42





This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouch-
ers, bank statements and other financial records of the treasur-
er of the school district of Swanzey, of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1937, and






To the School Board and Citizens of Swanzey
:
I have the honor to submit, herewith, my thirteenth annual
report.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS: According to the vote on
Article 9 in last year 's warrant, flush toilets and drinking foun-
tains were installed in the Wilcox School. The moderator ap-
pointed Leon Taylor, Howard Stone and Mrs. Boyer as a build-
ing committee to act with the School Board. This committee
and Mr. Small of the School Board gave unstintingly of their
time and talents to the completion of this project. Then, Keene
City water came to North Swanzey and it seemed to the Board
that it would be acting in the best interests of the District if
the Hopkins School was connected and flush toilets and drink-
ing fountains were installed there.
Smith System chemical toilets were also installed in the
Westport School. Now, all of the schools in use are equipped
with modern sanitary toilet facilities which I consider a major
accomplishment, not only from the standpoint of hygiene but
also of morals.
TEACHERS AND PUPILS : School opened in September
with five new teachers on the staff, a larger turnover than we
have experienced in many years. At the Cutler School, Miss
Marion Molloy who had served as primary teacher for nine
years resigned because of conditions in her home. Mrs. Mildred
Weston of Hancock, New Hampshire, a graduate of Keene Nor-
mal School with several years experience, was elected to suc-
ceed her.
Miss Laura McQuide, seventh and eighth grade teacher in
the Cutler School, resigned to take a high school position in
140
Winchester. Her place was filled by Miss Thelma Dickinson of
Winchester, a graduate of Keene Normal School in 1936.
To fill the vacancy in the primary room at the Hopkins
School, the Board elected Miss Natalie Hopkins of Manchester,
New Hampshire, a graduate of Plymouth Normal School, 1937.
At the Wilcox School, Miss Priscilla Fay resigned to take
a junior high school position in Springfield, Vermont. Miss Jane
Langer of Manchester, New Hampshire, a graduate of Keene
Normal School in 1937, was elected.
Miss Lillian Burt, for three years teacher of the primary
room at East Swanzey, resigned to accept a position in Keene.
Her position is being filled by Miss Ruth Hoey of Gonic, New
Hampshire, a graduate of Keene Normal School in 1937.
Thus has; the staff been recruited.
Because of the small number of pupils in District Number
Nine, it seemed best both for the educational interests of the
children and for economic reasons to close that school and
transport the children to the Wilcox School.
It may be of interest to compare the cost of education in
Swanzey with that of the whole state. In 1936-1937, the median
cost per pupils in elementary schools in the state was $77.16;
in Swanzey it was $55.44, or $21.72 less per pupil than the
state median.
FINANCES : Last year, the District raised $20,782 for the
regular budget, $2,000 for new toilets and $500 for payment
on the debt, or a total of $23,282. This year, the Board recom-
mends an assessment of $21,568 which includes $500 for debt
retirement. But, in this connection, attention is called to the
fact that because the last General Court failed to appropriate
sufficient funds to cover approved state aid budgets, a pro rata
reduction had to be made in all such budgets and so our allot-
ment from the equalization fund has been cut from $6,000 to
$5,717, or a loss of revenue from that source of $283.
141
With grateful appreciation of the unvarying help I have
received from the School Board, the teaching staff and the
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Number of pupils examined, 152 80 | 72 49 22 375
Anaemia, 18 | 9 | 4 6 4 41
Cardiac, 6 | 1 7
Defective teeth, 94 52 | 47 23 14 230
Defective tonsils, 43 24 | 28 13 10 118
Enlarged glands, 5
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In compliance with an act of the legislature, passed June
session, 1887, amended by the legislature of 1889, requiring
1
' clerks of towns and cities to furnish a transcript of the record
of births, marriages and deaths to the municipal officers for
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List of Those Dying Elsewhere Whose Remains Were
Brought Here for Burial
Date of
Place of Death





Jan. 10 Keene Ella M. Sawyer 82 4 28
" 29 Chesterfield Emma Jefts 68 11 23
" 30 Keene William H. Williams 83 1 2
Feb. 2 Keene Frank G. Cheever 81 7 30
" 18 Walpole Cleon M. Lane 87 6 27
Mar. 5 Pembroke Almira Hall 37
" 23 Keene Patricia Safford 4
Apr. 2 Keene Arvilla Faulkner 73 10 28
June 14| Shrewsbury, Ms. Addiemarie W. Hackett 77 3 27
July IS Keene Essie L. Neaves 51 5 11
" 23 Concord George Sweeney 59 4 7
Aug-. 7 Keene Ferdinand Kenney 15 5 10
Nov. 16 New York Gretchen Knight 34 7 5
" 20| Keene Harriet S. Myers 71 9 3
Dec. 18|
!
Westmoreland Arthur R. Cole 64 11 9
I hereby certify that the foregoing transcript of births,
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"The public school is the positive and definite measure of
a community's awareness of parental and civic responsibility
and obligation. Let us build for our children school homes that
are clean and safe, symbols of our hopes for them and our faith
in the future of the community. The investment made in school
buildings is returned many fold in human dividends, for the
personality of children reflects the refinement with which it is
surrounded. The school lifts the level of mankind's ideals
through the wholesome physical environment it provides as
well as through its rich intellectual and spiritual life. Fortunate
is the child who can have daily contact with good taste in his
school home. Order, quiet, beauty, good equipment, play space,
work rooms, gardens, safety, fresh air, abundant light, and
cleanliness are as important for the school home as for the
parental home. The beauty of the modern school is not achieved
by extravagant ornamentation. Careful planning may produce
architectural balance, grace and symmetry in outline, harmony
in color, strength and dignity of material with an economy that
it consistent with the ideals of thrift and simplicity of living
which it is the purpose of education to instill."
JOY ELMER MORGAN
